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Abstract 
 

Software Engineering (SE) is one of the youngest engineering domains emerging and developing 

within past four decades or so. Still, a massive amount of research work has gone into shaping it 

the way we see it functioning today. As a result, we have an impressive knowledge repository to 

work with in the form of software development models, software engineering theories and 

practices etc. The aim of SE is to create software products, services or their artifacts in order to 

meet the requirements posed by stakeholders while meeting quality constraints imposed on them. 

In order to meet both these objectives, any software development derives its purpose and 

meaning from the requirements posed by various stakeholders. Requirement Prioritization is a 

very critical but often neglected area of requirement engineering. Experience has shown that 

without proper prioritization of requirements presented by various stakeholders, the end product 

usually fails to meet its objectives optimally. In fact in many instances, the product is considered 

a failure because it fails to meet its core objectives. Several requirement prioritization techniques 

have been presented by various researchers over the past years. Working with these techniques 

has exposed several limitations when applied in software projects. In this thesis, we have 

presented a novel multi-level value based intelligent requirement prioritization technique using 

fuzzy logic and as a facilitating process, we have redefined the “value” of software to better meet 

its objectives. We have introduced and applied the concept of requirement value to prioritize 

requirements. We have performed extensive experimentation using our proposed technique along 

with existing techniques. Results have shown that both our proposed definition and proposed 

technique have achieved superior prioritization results and consistency. The experiments have 

also shown that proposed technique is capable of delivering impressive prioritization under 

varying and often conflicting circumstances. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction   

1.1 Problem Statement 

Software Engineering has evolved considerably over the last twenty years or so. Today, we 

conceive software as an entity capable of significantly adding value to organizations in several 

aspects including their operations, services and structures etc. It has become an inseparable part 

of any organization which has varying degree of reliance on software products or services. More 

and more investment and effort is being consumed on acquisition, development and use of 

software. According to several well reputed surveys carried out recently [8, 23], hundreds of 

billions of dollars are being spent annually on development, acquisition and maintenance of 

software systems globally. 

It is however ironic that, despite so much capital and effort, software products and services still 

need significant amount of improvements. A large chunk of this effort is wasted as several 

projects are considered as failures. Many studies [15-18] have been conducted recently to 

identify the core causes of these failures. Some of the findings of these studies are: 

• In most projects, the elicitated requirements are incomplete, ambiguous or totally 

erroneous. 

• The requirements are not translated into formal specifications. 

• Analysis of requirements is not through. 

• Configuration management and change management process are not well defined. 

• Software is often built in one go without realizing the iterative nature of software 

development. In doing so, we do not prioritize requirements. 

• The requirements are not embedded in the system according to their value. Requirements 

for a system are treated in a value neutral environment. 
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This is not an exhaustive list. We have only presented those possible causes which relate to 

requirement engineering (since it is the core context of this PhD dissertation). The purpose of 

highlighting all these factors is to show that software industry is still plagued with several 

ailments which need to be cured. 

As mentioned above, software development is an iterative process. In modern times, we develop 

software to provide core functionality to the customer as early as possible while adding value to 

the system in later iterations. Since software development process treats requirements in a value 

neutral manner, it becomes difficult to identify requirements which need to be incorporated 

earlier because those represent core functionality. For doing so, we rely on expert judgment in 

most cases but that also is not a very good mechanism keeping in mind the exploding size, 

complexity and dynamism of today’s software. 

It is also worth noting that, in case of schedule slippages, we need to make tradeoffs about the 

degree to which certain requirements can be accommodated within the system without 

sacrificing the project objectives and schedule. This is also not easy to judge if our software 

engineering processes work in a value neutral environment. It is important in such circumstances 

to prioritize requirements in an intelligent manner according to the value that accomplishing 

these requirements can have in the ultimate software product. 

Value of software is established in a manner which is inherently different from establishing 

values for other engineering or manufacturing goods. It is because of unique nature of the 

software. Most traditional valuation mechanisms fail in establishing correct value of software 

[31]. Value Based Software Engineering (VBSE) is an emerging exciting variation of traditional 

software engineering which emphasizes on assigning value not just to the end product (software) 

based on its complexity but also to the effort that undergoes into development of the software. 

This thesis works on two levels basically. One is theoretical while the other is applied in its 

nature. On theoretical level, after critically analyzing the existing definitions of value, we have 

presented a definition of software value which captures the unique nature of software while 

maintaining the fundamental principles of economic valuation. On the applied level, we have 

proposed and implemented a value based intelligent requirement prioritization technique (VIRP) 

which employs the knowledge of fuzzy logic for accurate prioritization of requirements. We 

have also proposed an empirical valuation assessment process which makes use of our proposed 
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definition of value too. Various experimentations and their results have also been presented in 

this thesis. 

 

1.2 Contribution 

A number of developments in the field of valuation and requirement prioritization have 

been made in this thesis. This thesis investigates the existing definitions of value and proposes a 

novel definition of value. At the same time, in this thesis application of fuzzy logic in 

requirement prioritization as well as software valuation has been investigated. Following are the 

contributions made by this thesis in the field of valuation and requirement prioritization. 

• A thorough investigation of existing definitions of value and valuation processes and 

identification of various limitations present in these techniques [31, 32]. 

• Construction and elaboration of a new definition of value that utilizes the concept of 

degree of fulfillment of requirements for determining value of the software along with 

traditional costing and estimation models [35].  

• Proposition and implementation of a value based intelligent requirement prioritization 

technique is part of this thesis [33, 34, 36, 39]. The main features of this technique are; 

o The proposed technique works on three levels; user level, automated expert level 

and fuzzy logic based intelligent level. The resultant prioritization is free of 

several errors which commonly plague purely expert oriented or classical 

mathematical based approaches. 

o The concept of requirement value (RV) has been proposed. This novel parameter 

assigns certain value to requirement based upon its significance, completeness 

and accuracy. This requirement value is fundamental during expert and fuzzy 

logic based requirement prioritization stages. 

o The significance of end user in the overall value of the requirements has also been 

captured by utilizing a stakeholder profiling mechanism so that requirements 
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reflect upon the stakeholders who proposed those. In this way, stakeholders have 

been given more significance when ultimately prioritizing the requirements. 

o Total automation has been achieved in the proposed method as manual 

intervention has been limited only to the stage of data entry regarding 

requirements and stakeholder profiling. 

o Extensive experimentation for the proposed approach using several real life 

projects has been presented and discussed. The comparison of existing approaches 

with our proposed 

• Development of a new valuation assessment process that uses the proposed definition of 

value as well as intelligent requirement prioritization to establish a more realistic value 

for any software product or service [35, 36]. 

• Extension of proposed definition of “value” and exploration of application of 

computationally intelligent techniques in other domains of software engineering notably 

project management [37, 38] 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

This thesis consists of 8 chapters. After introduction in chapter 1, detailed literary description 

regarding various component domain knowledge have been given in chapter 2, 3 and 4. A 

comprehensive discussion regarding requirement engineering with special emphasis on 

requirement prioritization has been presented in chapter 2. In chapter 3, fuzzy logic and its 

applications in the field of software engineering has been described. A very comprehensive 

overview of value based software engineering along with its agenda is given in chapter 4. In 

chapter 5, complete coverage analysis of valuation techniques has been presented. Based on this 

coverage analysis, a case for new valuation technique has been proposed. In chapter 6, proposed 

Value Based Intelligent Requirement Prioritization (VIRP) technique has been described in 

detail. The experimental evaluation, results, comparison with previous state of the art approaches 

and analysis of findings have also been catered to in detail in this chapter. In seventh chapter, 

another application of our proposed definition of value has been given in the form a requirement 
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value based intelligent valuation process. Using this process, experimentation has been 

performed to elicitate better value for software products and services. In the last chapter, a brief 

conclusion has been presented. 
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Chapter 2: Requirement Engineering  

Requirements engineering is a critical stage in the development of software because at this stage 

the purpose, functionality, and boundaries of the software are supposed to be fully identified, 

analyzed and defined. It has also been identified that most of the software projects fails to meet 

the real need are related to requirements engineering areas like capturing, analyzing, specifying, 

and managing requirements. In some life cycle models [11], feasibility study is the initial activity 

in the requirement engineering process that results in a feasibility report. If the development of 

the product is recommended by feasibility report, then requirement analysis can begin. Incase of 

requirement analysis preceding feasibility studies we can expect an outside the box thinking. 

However, in such a scenario, feasibility should be determined before requirements are finalized. 

2.1 Background 

In this section, we shall briefly elaborate upon working of requirement engineering and various 

models proposed herein. 

2.1.1 Requirements 

It has always been very critical to define and classify requirements in a satisfactory manner. 

There are several explanations to define requirements. For example, requirements can be viewed 

as the desired functions that states, how the product should be regarding its functionality, 

structure, behavior, etc. All projects begin with a statement of requirements. 

The widely cited IEEE 610.12-1990 standard defines a requirement as: 

 

(1) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective 

 

(2) A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system or system 

component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed documents 

 

A documented representation of a condition or capability as in (1) or (2). 
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In ideal environment, requirements should be independent of design, showing “what” the system 

should do, rather than focusing “how” it should be done. But, this is not always possible in 

practice. That is the meanings of “what” and “how” differs from person to person [5]. 

 

2.1.2 Requirements Engineering 

Requirement engineering can be viewed as process of effectively finding and specifying 

objectives and purposed of the proposed solution. Zave [4] has defined RE in the following 

words: 

“Requirements engineering is the branch of software engineering concerned with 

the real-world goals for, functions of, and constraints on software systems. It is 

also concerned with the relationship of these factors to precise specifications of 

software behavior, and to their evolution over time and across software families.” 

Software Test & Evaluation Panel (STEP) defines requirement engineering [9] as: 

“The disciplined application of scientific principles and techniques for 

developing, communicating, and managing requirements” 

Loucopoulos and Champion [149] define requirements engineering as: 

 “The systematic process of developing requirements through an iterative process 

of analyzing a problem, documenting the resulting observations, and checking the 

accuracy of the understanding gained” 

Requirement engineering according to Laplante [148] is  

"A subdiscipline of systems engineering and software engineering that is 

concerned with determining the goals, functions, and constraints of hardware and 

software systems”  

In their work, Elizabeth Hull et al [10] define requirement engineering as 

“A subset of system engineering concerned with discovering, development, 

tracing, analyzing, qualifying, communicating and managing requirements that 

define the system at successive levels of abstraction” 

All these definitions mentioned above state the position of RE as a solid element in the 

software engineering elements that has a major contribution in achieving the real-world 

goals. Moreover, these refer RE a precise specification that establishes proper framework 
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for requirement analysis, definition, validation and verification. The definitions, 

particularly one, given by Elizabeth Hull [10] also ensures that certain real life facts such 

as the always evolving nature of requirements and the need to reuse partial specification, 

as engineers often do in other branches of engineering. It is actually the same unique 

characteristic of requirements mentioned by Somerville in his work [150] where he states 

that “The RE process varies immensely depending on the type of application being 

developed, the size and culture of the companies involved, and the software acquisition 

processes used” 

2.2 Issues in Requirements Engineering 

Requirement engineering is not an insignificant part of the overall software development 

activity as is considered by many. Requirement Engineering is quite significant since it 

needs to cater to several problems emerging both from the problem domain as well as 

solution domain. These include scope definition, fostering common understanding and 

sharing among different stakeholders who are directly or indirectly affected by the 

system, evolving and ever changing nature of requirements etc. If not resolved properly, 

such problems can yield fatal results such as an unsatisfactory product, higher 

maintenance effort, changes or even cancellation. With a degree of improvement in 

elicitation process, requirement engineering process can be improved. This can result in 

enhanced system requirements and potentially a much better system. 

Requirement engineering, as has been highlighted by Elizabeth Hull et al [10] can be 

viewed as a complex and interwoven set of activities such as requirements elicitation, 

specification, analysis, controlling, management and validation etc. Most of the 

requirements techniques and tools found in literature and practice today focus on 

specification, i.e., the representation of the requirements. In this thesis, we shall present 

our finding on (1) some theoretical foundations of RE such as concept of “value” and 

“valuation process” and (2) present a novel automated intelligent requirement 

prioritization technique. These are the problems with requirements engineering that are 

not adequately addressed earlier by researchers. 
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2.3 Requirement Engineering Process 

Just as software engineering refers to a set of life-cycle activities, requirements 

engineering in the same manner can also be referred to all life-cycle activities that are 

related to requirements whose prime activities are gathering, documenting, and managing 

requirements. Moreover, these primary activities can also be elaborated like elicitation, 

interpretation analysis, prioritization, modeling, structuring, negotiation, verification and 

validation, change management, and requirements tracing. 

 
 

Figure 2-1: Traditional Linear Model For RE 

 

In order to facilitate the execution of these activities some process models have been 

suggested that guides; how to perform them.  In recent literature, we find several authors 

presenting a comprehensive overview of existing requirement engineering process 

models [151, 152, 153]. In these works, existing requirement prioritization models such 

as Linear RE Process model, Linear Iterative RE Process Model, Iterative RE Process 

model, and Spiral Model for RE Process have been discussed. Presenting a small 

overview of these process models in a chronological order, Kotonya and Sommerville [6] 

suggested a conceptual linear requirements engineering process model, which indicates 

iterations between activities. Macaulay [7] presented a purely linear requirements 

engineering process model that does not indicate the overlapping or iteration of activities 
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suggested by the Kotonya and Sommerville model. Kotonya and Sommerville [6] later on 

provided a second requirements engineering process model based on spiral structure, 

which depicts the same requirements engineering activities as in their linear model, only 

occurring in a spiral representation. The activities from the linear process model are 

repeated in iterations, forming a spiral. At the end of each iteration, a decision is made as 

to whether to accept the requirements document or to perform a further iteration. A spiral 

approach would require requirements to be handled in each round. Ahsan et al [154] in 

2008 reviewed the potential impact of mobile devices in the effective requirement 

engineering process. A Perini [155] presented the concept of tool supported requirement 

prioritization comparing AHP and CBRank methods thereby highlighting the need for an 

automated requirement prioritization process models. 

 
Fig 2.2: Spiral Model of Requirement Engineering Process 

 

RE is a multi-disciplinary area that requires excellent communication skills that is why it 

is more human-centered process. A wide range of stockholders from different 

backgrounds are needed to communicate effectively so that requirements can be captured 

with desired attributes. Therefore a requirement engineer must have excellent skills to 

communicate with customers as well as strong background of the problem domain [1]. 

The objective of this phase is to develop good (not necessarily perfect) requirements and 

to manage them during the development with respect to risks and quality. The success 

and failure of this phase plays basic role the success and failure of other coming phases of 
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the software development or implementation. Talking in business; RE is what makes the 

difference between a winning product and a mere set of features [3]. 

To overcome the failure of requirements acquisition, there has been a recent shift that 

emphasis from tools and languages towards face-to-face communication between 

stakeholders to establish system requirements [2].  

A software system that meets its purpose to a desired level is known as a successful 

product. The objective of RE is to support the objective that put the remaining software 

engineering on right track. The process of RE starts by discovering the purpose for which 

the software system is going to be developed. Once the purpose has been discovered, then 

stakeholders are identified. Not all stakeholders are of same category; therefore they 

should be classified in groups so that their opinions and requirements are given priority 

over other when conflicts arise. 

2.4 REQUIREMENTS PRIORITIZATION 

In order to develop cost effective quality software, it is really necessary to select the right 

requirements from the set of all requirements. It would be more beneficial if they are 

grouped release wise. In this way, we can decide upon which requirements need to be 

focused in any particular release. One way to categorize the requirements is to prioritize 

them based on some parameters. But achieving this goal is not usually easy because there 

are issues that should be addressed properly. These issues include the selection of 

stakeholders whose suggestion should be used to give priority (value). Similarly, the 

aspect or criteria, which shall be used as parameters to assign priorities needs to be 

formalized. Issues such as organization’s setup, market value as well as stakeholder’s 

personalities and agendas need to be catered as well when performing requirement 

prioritization. Working in such a situation requires several tradeoffs to be reached 

between the different stakeholders in conflicting environments. Only then can we expect 

to reach to a proposed and agreed system which caters to the needs of stakeholders. 

The major objective of prioritization is to help on decision making process about every 

aspect of system development. This decision making process is important in all 

manifestations of daily life from very complex such as economics, military, politics, 
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administration to as simple as running your daily life’s chores. In software engineering, 

the principal significance of prioritization is in the fact that it is used in almost every 

phase its software project life cycle i.e., selecting a project, finalizing the requirements, 

designing and developing of modules, testing, implementation, and even in post 

implementation activities. However, the major limitation in prioritization process is its 

gradual difficulty as the subject expands its base criteria. In very simple form, a project 

needs no prioritization but with very simple variations, it becomes difficult to make a 

decision based on more then one criteria. When the number of alternatives reaches 

hundreds or even thousands, the decision making and prioritization becomes next to 

impossible. This gives rise to the fact that manual and human based prioritization is not a 

solution for modern day complex systems. A number of prioritization techniques are 

available in order to deal with different level of complexity. These techniques are in used 

in different domains for supporting decision making.   

2.5 Benefits of Prioritization 

Followings are some key factors that advocate including prioritization process in 

requirement engineering: 

2.5.1 Constraint Driven strategy: 

Time and budget constraints usually do not allow entertaining all requirements. 

Therefore, project manager can use prioritization as a tool to help him in selection of 

those requirements that can be implanted in a certain time and budget constraints. 

2.5.2 Planning the Releases: 

Prioritization helps the stakeholders decide the type of requirements of the system and 

categorize them in optimal requirements sets. Based on these optimal sets a project 

manager can plan the releases of the product. In its normal flow; system’s core 

requirements will be implemented in first release and based on their priority values the 

next group of requirements will be implemented in successive releases. 
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2.5.3 Balancing benefits against cost: 

Before starting implementation, key stakeholders should identify related requirements 

and their corresponding benefits. Similarly, each of these requirements shall be evaluated 

for implementation cost. Prioritization based on the benefit and related cost; may help the 

business to balance their benefits of each requirement against the cost of implementing it. 

2.5.4 Negotiating conflicts: 

Conflicts between stakeholders arise because their viewpoints for most of the 

requirements are different. Requirements prioritization often involves negotiation process 

to handle contradictory requirements. Therefore it also helps in resolving conflicts and 

disagreement between stakeholders.  

2.5.5 Better Understanding: 

Requirements prioritization is an expensive activity to some extent, because it requires 

time, stakeholders’ involvement, experts’ opinions meeting, etc. On the other hand it 

helps all the stakeholders to understand all the requirements more closely. At the 

prioritization stage, each requirement is evaluated thoroughly and their implementation 

feasibility is checked. If certain requirements are found not-feasible then alternatives can 

be discovered.  

2.6 Prioritization Parameters 

Requirements should be prioritized objectively; i.e., there must be some parameters that 

shall be used to assign values to each requirement. Following are some important 

parameters for prioritization: 

2.6.1 Time: 

Time is an important factor in any project management process. Therefore, it must be 

considered when planning the releases of the software. Mostly, time constraint helps in 

identifying those requirements that could be entertain in short duration and long duration.  
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2.6.2 Cost: 

The estimation of cost of a requirement requires past experience. Usually the developing 

organization estimates cost which is often expressed in terms of man-hours.  Prioritizing 

requirements with respect to cost helps the project to be within budget. 

2.6.3 Penalty: 

Penalty can be viewed as negative points that can be introduced in case a requirement is 

not fulfilled. In its normal way, core requirements have higher penalty value than those 

that are in second level to core requirements. 

2.6.4 Risk: 

Risk management is used to cope with both internal and external risks, therefore it should 

also be consider when planning requirements. Based on the risk impact for each 

requirement, risk level of the project should also be calculated. 

2.6.5 Functionality 

Functionality in RE relates to the work/s that the proposed system has been assigned to 

perform. Any system to be developed embeds within itself several functionalities which 

could be visualized as programmed representation of various requirements posed by 

stakeholders. Just as priority of requirements varies, so does the priority of functionalities 

of the system. That is one of the major reason why both in linear or iterative approaches, 

our focus is always to implement high priority functionalities first and lower ranked ones 

later. 

There are other parameters that can be considered when prioritizing requirements like financial 

benefit, strategic benefit, competitors, competence/resources, release theme, ability to sell, etc. 

All of these affect requirements and our perspective regarding them in one way or the other. 
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2.7 Prioritization Techniques  

Literature presents a lot of prioritization techniques which have been used on software 

requirements to calculate priority values of each candidate requirement.  In the following 

subsections, we shall discuss each of these with their advantages and disadvantages in certain 

areas.  

We also need to be mindful of the fact that there are various levels of measurement called scales 

on which these techniques are based. Table 2-1 presents a summary of the scales developed by a 

psychologist Stanley Smith Stevens [17], who claimed that all measurement in science can be 

classified in one of the four types i.e., "nominal", "ordinal", "interval" and "ratio”. The suggested 

level of measurement also implies a hierarchy. Assumptions are less restrictive and data analyses 

rend to be less sensitive. At each level up in the hierarchy, the current level includes all the 

qualities of the lowers and adds something more. Therefore, it is desirable to have a higher level 

of measurement (e.g., interval or ratio) rather than a lower one (nominal or ordinal). 

 

 
Figure 2-3: Hierarchy of Scale Levels 

 

2.7.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process  

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a statistical technique proposed by Thomas 

Saaty [14]. This technique has extensively been deployed in multicriteria complex 
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decision making problems. Using AHP, we can prioritize requirements based of different 

aspects [22], like importance, advantage, disadvantage, time, and risk. A pair wise 

scheme is applied between the candidate requirements which are compared to determine 

the degree of importance of one requirement requirements over the other requirement. 

The intensity of importance should be according to Table 2-2. For n number of 

requirements, AHP makes n x (n-1) / 2 comparisons at each hierarchy level. The 

computation of these comparisons become extensive when the number of candidate 

requirements increases.  

 

Table 2-1: The proposed measurement scales of Stanley Smith Stevens [17] 

Scale 

Type 
 Permissible Statistics 

Admissible Scale 

Transformation 

Mathematic

al structure 
Offers  Example 

nominal   mode, chi square  
One to One 

 (equality (=)) 

standard set 

structure 

(unordered) 

Names or labels for certain 

characteristics. 

rocks can be generally 

categorized as igneous, 

sedimentary and 

metamorphic 

ordinal   median, percentile  

Monotonic 

increasing  

(order (<)) 

totally 

ordered set 
Ranking 

horse race ranking like 

1st, 2nd, 3rd etc 

interval  

mean, standard deviation, 

correlation, regression, 

analysis of variance  

Positive linear 

(affine)  
affine line  interval scale measurement 

temperature with the 

Celsius scale 

ratio  

All statistics permitted for 

interval scales as well as 

geometric mean, harmonic 

mean, coefficient of 

variation, logarithms 

 Positive 

similarities 

 (multiplication) 

field 

Estimation of the ratio between 

a magnitude of a continuous 

quantity and a unit magnitude 

of the same kind .also possesses 

meaning for non‐arbitrary zero. 

Weight , Mass, length, 

time, plane angle, energy 

and electric charge 

 

As mentioned in [16], AHP has been deployed in several situations which include: 

selection of one alternative from many; resource allocation; forecasting; total quality 

management; business process re-engineering; quality function deployment, and the 

balanced scorecard. 

Two major advantages of AHP are its fault-tolerant nature and its ability to incorporate a 

consistency check [7]. AHP is also novel in the sense that the resultant priorities 

established follow a ratio scale and thus are relative. When both quantitative and 

qualitative aspects of a decision (based on prioritization) are needed [15], AHP provides a 
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powerful and flexible means in this regard. Major limitation of AHP is its sophistication 

complexity but we have to keep the fact into account that it provides excellent degree of 

granularity. It also needed to kept in mind that with increasing number of requirements, 

the complexity of AHP increases manifolds as it computes every requirement against all 

other requirements.  

 
Figure 2-4 Analytical Hierarchy Process 

AHP is regarded as a five step method.  

1. Establish completeness of requirements.  

2. Apply the pair-wise comparison method to assess the relative value. 

Table 2-2: Scale for Pair-Wise Comparisons in AHP 

Importance Description 

1  Equal importance 

3  Moderate difference in importance 

5  Essential difference in importance 

7  Major difference in importance 

9  Extreme difference in importance 

2,4,6,8  Intermediate values between 

Reciprocals  If requirement i has one of the above numbers assigned to it when 
compared with  requirement j, then j has the reciprocal value when 
compared with i. 

 

3. Apply the pair-wise comparison method to assess the relative cost 
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4. Calculate each candidate requirement's relative value and implementations cost, 

and plot each on a cost-value diagram.  

5. Use the cost-value diagram as a map for analyzing the candidate requirement 

2.7.2 Cost-Value Approach 

Joachim Karlsson and Kevin Ryan [13] designed a novel requirement prioritization 

approach called Cost-Value approach in order to guides decision makers about how to 

prioritize the requirements based on their relationships of value to cost of implementation 

[18]. Aims and objectives of this approach include making software system successful, 

quality optimization, cost minimization etc. For this purpose, relative value and cost are 

used a parameters in prioritization process and then software managers can make 

prioritization decisions to develop a software which meets above mentioned agendas such 

as quality optimization, cost minimization etc. Main criteria for the users regarding 

requirement selection and prioritization are either cost or value. Users want to have a 

system which optimizes in its value while keeping the cost as minimum as possible. AHP 

is used to calculate value-cost ratio as input for decision making [28]. AHP is an easy and 

reliable mean to present a two dimensional input for cost-value. However, major 

drawback of using AHP in such an important decision making is its inability to take other 

requirement interdependencies into account [28]. That is also the reason why cost-value 

approach itself is not a highly reliable mechanism for requirement prioritization. 

 
Figure 2-5: Cost Value Approach 

There are five steps to prioritizing requirements using the cost–value approach. 

1. A careful review of requirements to determine their completeness clarity and non 

ambiguity.  
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2. Application of AHP’s pairwise comparison method to determine the relative value 

of the all requirements. 

3. An estimate of relative cost for implementation of requirements by experienced 

software engineers using AHP’s pairwise comparison again. 

4. Calculation of relative value and implementation cost of each candidate 

requirements and plotting these on a cost–value diagram with value on the y axis 

and estimated cost on the x axis.  

5. An analysis is performed using this plot to determine feasibility of each 

requirement to be incorporated in the system. The analysis involves through 

discussions and brainstorming. 

With the completion of these discussions, the software managers make decision about 

prioritizing and inclusion of requirements which ultimately need to be implemented. 

Release planning strategies can also be chalked out at this time. 

2.7.3 B-Tree Prioritize 

D. A. Heger, in one of his works [20], showed that in matter of consistency and low 

fluctuations, B-Tree based approached lead the pack as they exhibit the smallest 

performance fluctuation. This leads one to believe that with such a consistency, the effort 

required performing prioritization and comparison in several iterations is unnecessary in 

this case. The B-Tree prioritization technique proposed in [12] is unique against AHP in 

the sense that it can incorporate volatile and constantly changing dynamics of the 

requirements. Binary tree algorithm proposed in this work has a function f that is used to 

plot the new candidate requirements according to their calculated priority in the set of 

already prioritized requirements. This is a useful mechanism as we can prioritize any 

requirements without affecting already defined prioritization. Using this mechanism, we 

can prioritize requirements at run time. At the same time, the number of comparisons 

required is limited as well since only new requirements need to be prioritized while 

already prioritized requirements are not affected. Degree of presentation of this scheme is 

also higher as prioritization can be achieved anytime irrespective of how many 
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requirements we have at hand now. The basic theme of this scheme however is tilted 

more towards presentation rather than serious prioritization. 

 

 
Figure 2-6 B-Tree Prioritization 

             

            How B-Tree works: 

Let we have a set of all requirements i.e., all_req = {re1, re2, re3, … ren }  

where rei represent a requirement having a unique number for identification and i is 1 ≤ i 

≤ n, where n is total number of requirement to be prioritized. 

Now suppose, prioritized_req is a set representing the priorities of each requirement i.e., 

pset = {pre1, pre2, pre3,…. pren}. 

There is a function f such that {f: prioritized_req ∈ all_req | prei ∈ prioritized_req and rei 

∈ all_req. prei ∈ I where re ∈ I}. In simple words f is one to one function that maps the 

requirements from priority from set prioritized_req to the requirements in the set all_req. 

Initially the set pre1 =0 for all 1≤ i ≤ n. there is auxiliary array A which stores a 

requirement when it is priority is found equal to some requirement that has been already 

prioritized. 

2.7.4 Cumulative Voting, The 100-Dollar Test 

Leffingwell and Widrig [24] proposed the 100 Dollar test method which is subjective in 

its very nature. Major purpose of this technique is to present analysis during discussions. 

Each stakeholder is assigned representative money of $100 which he can use to invest in 

requirements. Each stakeholder can assign any number of dollars to any requirements. At 

the completion of assignment, totaling of dollars assigned to every requirement is 

performed and based on this total, requirements are prioritized.  
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Main advantage of this technique is its easy applicability and understandability. 

However, when we deal with hundreds or even thousands of requirements, this technique 

fails to meet its objective of effective prioritization. Some other drawbacks of this 

technique involve heavy human involvement as well as degree of experience required to 

undertake such a serious activity.  

 

 
Figure 2-7 100 Dollars Test 

2.7.5 Numerical Assignment (Grouping) 

The technique is used [22] in RFC 2119 and IEEE Std. 830-1998 as well.  It is basically a 

grouping mechanism which uses ordinal scale to group the requirements according to 

their specific traits. Mostly the grouping is like critical, standard and optional [15]. The 

process of numerical assignment starts with classification of all requirements into 

separate groups which are assigned to each stakeholder. The task of ach stakeholder is to 

assign certain number to requirements on a scale of 1-5. Once the numbers assigned by 

all stakeholders are received, an average of all these numbers is calculated to determine 

final priority. 

Main advantage of this technique is its ease of use and dynamism in the sense that 

number of groups can be enhanced or reduced depending upon our requirements and 

parameters. However, this technique has its own disadvantages as well. It is difficult to 

define unified definitions and interpretations of scale since for every stakeholder, their 

own requirements are usually the most critical ones [25]. This dilemma can destroy the 

whole rationale behind prioritization. Similarly, using this technique, we can reach 

consensus on the groups containing requirements but priorities within the groups can still 
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vary greatly. So we can say that this technique is a grouping mechanism largely and not a 

prioritization mechanism [25]. 

 
Figure 2-8 Numerical Assignment 

2.7.6 Ranking 

Ranking is very much similar to numerical assignment is the sense that it is based on an 

ordinal scale [25]. In this scheme, no grouping exists and neither are requirements given a 

value on a scale of 1-5. It is a simple straightforward mechanism where the highest 

priority requirement is given number 1 and the least important requirement is ranked as n 

(for n requirements).  Various algorithms like bubble sort, binary search tree, Quick sort 

and other sorting techniques may be used for the purpose of ranking [4].  Another 

advantage of ranking is that multiple aspects of requirements can be combined by taking 

the mean priority. Although it is an advantage of this technique but it can also prove to be 

the single most important factor to add complexity in this otherwise simple mechanism 

and at the same time, introduce the ties which were so prevalent in numerical assignment 

[22]. The ranking mechanism doesn’t achieve prioritization at the very basic level so it is 

Medium in granularity and easy in terms of sophistication [15].  

 

 
Figure 2-9 Ranking 
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2.7.7 Top-Ten Requirements 

In this scheme, users select their top ten requirements out of the whole set of 

requirements but they do not take the internal ordering of these top ten into consideration. 

This scheme again is not strictly a prioritization scheme as it can be used to only extract a 

group of most critical requirements. Some argue that this is due to avoiding unnecessary 

conflict when some stakeholders get support for their top priority and others only for their 

third priority. [25]. This is an easy to use technique with low sophistication but with very 

bad granularity. In this scheme, all the stakeholders get equal significance [15]. For 

prioritization, this technique can be deployed along with other techniques.  

 
Figure 2-10 Top 10 Requirements 

2.7.8 Planning Game (PG) 

In planning game, prioritization takes place in consultation with customers. The 

requirements are divided in the form of stories and each story is basically a small set of 

sentences. Experts determine the effort required to transform each story into viable 

system functionality. They also decide which storied can be implemented in the first 

cycle. The responsibility of selecting stories for next iteration/cycle again falls with the 

customer which they do based on time estimated by experts [26].  

On a closer look, this technique appears to be an offshoot of numerical assignment 

technique described above but highly appropriate for new development models such as 

extreme programming due to its enhanced flexibility than numerical assignment.  

The planning process is divided into two parts: 
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Figure 2-11 Planning Game 

• Release Planning: The aim of this step is to determine which requirements will be 

implemented in cycles of near future and rationale for doing so. Both customers 

and developers participate in this exercise. It includes three stages: 

i. Exploration Phase: The customers are asked to furnish a set of 

requirements which they consider to be most critical or highly valued. 

Story cards are written for these requirements.  

ii. Commitment Phase: In this phase, both customers and stakeholders agree 

upon a timetable which determines which requirements to be implemented 

in current and next cycles. 

iii. Steering Phase: If some adjustments need to be made or some addition or 

removal of requirements needs to be performed, it is done in this stage. 

• Iteration Planning: Once requirements of iteration have been finalized, activities 

of developers are planned in this second stage. In this stage, customers have no 

role to play. Just like release planning, this phase also has three stages: 

i. Exploration Phase: Requirements are transformed into tasks which are 

written on task cards. 
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iv. Commitment Phase: Programmers are assigned specific tasks and they are 

told about resource and time constraints within which these need to be 

implemented.  

v. Steering Phase: The tasks are performed and the end result is matched 

with the original user story. 

The purpose of the Planning Game is to guide the product into delivery. Instead of 

predicting the exact dates of when deliverables will be needed and produced, which is 

difficult to do, it aims to "steer the project" into delivery using a straightforward 

approach. [30] 

2.7.9 Theory W 

Also called Win-Win model [27], this theory relies heavily on negotiations to overcome 

any differences and conflicts among various stakeholders. This technique relies heavily 

on several principles which include progress based on predefined plan, risk assessment 

and risk handling. In the first stage users rank their requirements carefully in such a 

manner which clearly establishes non negotiable and negotiable requirements. Value 

Based Software Engineering is another area where this theory has been used extensively. 

This theory works on several interesting principles which have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. Two such principles include: 

• Plan the Flight and Fly the Plan. 

• Identify and Manage Your Risks 

Theory W is sometimes also known as four point agenda which establishes a set of win-

win conditions. The four point agenda is given below:  
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Figure 2-12: Theory W 

2.8 Discussion and Findings  

In this chapter, we have described a detailed overview of various prioritization techniques. It is 

difficult to say which technique is better than the other one since all of these have their own 

merits and demerits. In Table 2-3, a summary comparative evaluation of existing techniques with 

some parameters ahs been presented.  As can be seen, some of the techniques are really good in 

generating reasonable quality prioritization but at the same time are expensive in time and/or cost 

complexity with increase in number of requirements. Some other techniques rely heavily on 

human perception and judgment which are not preferred because of their inherent biasness due to 

human involvement and lack of expert resources to perform these tasks satisfactorily.  

In some of our publications earlier, we have extensively reviewed and evaluated existing 

requirement prioritization mechanisms [32, 33, 39]. We highlighted that both AHP and 100 

dollars test are fine in terms of granularity and both follow a scaling mechanism which is quite 

useful when performing statistical operations.  AHP is better than 100 dollars test because its 

algorithm caters to more diverse situations but complexity and time penalty are two main 

disadvantages of AHP especially when the number of requirements is significantly higher.   
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Using a hybrid mechanism involving AHP along with some other technique such as 100 dollars 

test, or Numerical assessment can generate very good results because they are very easy.  B-Tree 

can be a good mechanism to present output of AHP (which is also algorithmic).  AHP can be 

made more optimized by using range values instead of crisp values and involving fuzzy logic in 

some way. One such example can be seen in eXtreme Programming (XP) [29] that uses Planning 

Game (PG) in it. One advantage of PG is its inclusion of both numerical assignment and ranking 

in combined form. As we can see that in PG, we first divide the requirements into priority groups 

(numerical assignment) and then ranking is performed on those requirements within them within 

each group [23]. In short it can be stated that we can optimize the requirement prioritization by 

using any one of two alternatives; either hybridize existing requirement prioritization techniques 

to deliver better results or present a novel new prioritization technique which overcomes 

shortcomings of existing methods. In this thesis, we have presented and evaluated a new 

intelligent requirement prioritization technique.  

 

 

1. Establish a set of win-win preconditions 

a. Understand how people want to win; 

b. Establish reasonable expectations; 

c. Match people's tasks to their win conditions 

d. Provide a supportive environment. 

2. Structure a win-win process  

a. Establish a realistic process plan 

Figure 2-13: Working of Theory W 
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Table 2-3: Comparison of Existing Requirements Prioritization techniques 

 

2.9 Summary 

Requirement engineering (RE) is a critical but often ignored area of software engineering. 

However in recent times, its significance has been realized and a lot of effort is being made to 

overcome shortcomings in RE process. One of the critical areas of work in RE is requirement 

prioritization. It is important to prioritize requirements in modern day software development as it 

is not possible anymore to give equal importance to all stakeholders and all of their proposed 

requirements. So, an extensive analysis and tradeoff is performed to prioritize requirements 

according to certain parameters. This yields a more realistic requirements list in the order of their 

significance. 

There are several existing techniques of requirement prioritization such as AHP, Numerical 

Assignment, and Theory W etc. However, there are several shortcomings associated with these. 

In the next chapters, we shall discuss these shortcomings in more detail and present a novel 

technique to overcome these. 

 

 

 
Technique  Scale  Granularity  Sophistication Aspect [20]  Perspective[20]  Type 
AHP Ratio Fine Very 

Complex 
Strategic 
Importance,
Penalty 

Product 
Manager 

Algorithmic

B-Tree -- Fine Complex - - Algorithmic
100-Dollars 
Test 

Ratio Fine Complex Customer 
importance 

Customers Manual 

Ranking Ordinal Medium 
 

Easy Volatility Requirements 
Specialist 

Manual 

Numerical 
Assignment 

Ordinal Coarse 
 

Very Easy Time, 
Risk 

Project 
Manager, 
Requirements 
Specialist 

Manual 

Top 10 --- Extremely 
Coarse 

Extremely 
Easy 

Customer 
importance 

Customers  
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Chapter 3: Fuzzy Logic and Software Engineering  

 

The origins of fuzzy logic based techniques can be traced in fuzzy set theory. These techniques 

have found mass appeal in various computational and manufacturing engineering domains. 

Recently a lot of attention is being paid towards application of fuzzy logic in various software 

engineering processes and artifacts such as project management, quality assurance, software 

testing and traceability etc.  There is always certain amount of uncertainty involved in 

undertaking software engineering activities since these relate in many ways to software projects. 

Software projects have several risks and assumptions associated with them.  Such kind of 

problems can be better solved using the fuzzy logic. In this chapter, introduction to fuzzy logic is 

described in detail along with brief review of the existing fuzzy logic based software engineering 

techniques. Feasibility study that is undertaken at the beginning of all software projects 

(irrespective of the development process) help in identifying major risks and uncertainties in the 

proposed project. Yet, the magnitude, frequency and probability of occurrence of the risk still 

remain shrouded in mystery to certain extent. Use of fuzzy logic based systems to overcome this 

problem can be quite useful. 

This introduction will highlight the usefulness of application of fuzzy logic in various phases of 

software engineering in general and in requirement engineering in particular. It will also help 

readers to understand basic phenomenon and terminology of fuzzy logic thereby understanding 

its application in proposed methodology much easier.  

3.1 Introduction to Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy logic can be considered as an extension of the classical logical system [50]. It serves as a 

conceptual framework which works to cater to the uncertainty in the knowledge representation. 

Classical logic can be viewed as a mechanism which works on precise formulation and analysis. 

This is not exactly how natural and human reasoning systems are modeled. Human reasoning 

models take into consideration various uncertainties which are inherently playing their part 

towards any ultimate result. This is the basic pillar of fuzzy logic as well. Some important 

features of fuzzy logic are: 
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which are highly communication-intensive. These involve, at minimum, analysts, architects, 

developers, testers, business stakeholders, and end users. Requirements play a role in the overall 

process of designing and realizing any systems. Without clear, precise and well specified 

requirements and their proper management, large projects are likely to fail and could have very 

high maintenance cost. So, the focus of every development methodology is on requirement 

engineering phase. Software development involves roughly 50 percent computing and 50 percent 

communication. Whenever human communication involve, various linguistic variables come 

into picture e.g. consider two statements TradingQuantiy is Heavy and RoomTemprature is 

High, here TradingQuantiy and RoomTemprature are linguistic variables. Linguistic variables 

can take both qualitative and quantitative values. Unfortunately, most teams are better at 

computing requirements. However, same can not be said about their communication skills. 

Because there are many links in the requirements communication chain, a breakdown in any of 

these links leads to significant problems. This human communication might be the major factor 

in Cobb’s Paradox. In human perception, we use several linguistic quantifiers to describe 

measurements in our daily lives. Zadeh in his work distinguishes between two classes of 

linguistic quantifiers i.e. absolute and proportional. Absolute quantifiers such as ‘about 10’ and 

’about 20’ can be represented as a fuzzy set Q of the non negative real [46,47] . A proportional 

linguistic quantifier indicates a proportional quantity such as ‘most’, ‘many’ and ‘few’. These 

quantifiers are used in many stages of software development. So, some special method is 

required to deal with uncertainty and linguistic quantifiers. During the last decade, a considerable 

number of software development methods have been introduced. We can visualize these 

solutions to these communication problems as fuzzy logic based solutions involving linguistic 

quantifiers. This can result in more realistic and flexible communication of requirements and 

other artifacts of software engineering to the stakeholders. 

Presently, we have several methods [48, 53, 54] aimed at creating software artifacts through the 

application of a large number of rules. All the rules are based on classical 2-valued logic system. 

For example, the method OMT introduces rules for identifying and discarding object-oriented 

artifacts such as classes, associations, and part-of and inheritance relations. These methods do 

not introduce means to model the desired inconsistencies and therefore, aim at resolving 

inconsistencies whenever they are detected. For example, in object-oriented methods a candidate 

class is generally identified by applying the rule: If an entity in a requirement specification is 
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relevant and exist autonomously then select it as a candidate class. While applying the object-

oriented intuition of what a class should be, this rule follows the consistency constraint "an entity 

is either a candidate class or not a candidate class but not both". In real life, systems do not work 

in such a rigid environment. In this example, the software engineer has to determine whether the 

entity being considered is relevant or not for the application domain. The software engineer may 

conclude that the entity partially fulfils the relevance criterion, and may prefer to define the 

relevance of an entity, for instance, as substantially relevant. This definition would imply the 

classification of the entity as a partial class, which is considered as an inconsistent class 

definition by the current object-oriented methods. Therefore, the consistency constraint in 

current methods forces the software engineer to take abrupt decisions, such as accepting or 

rejecting the entity as a class. This results in loss of information because the information about 

the partial relevance of the entity is not modeled and therefore in the subsequent phases can not 

be considered explicitly. Software engineers, however, must be able to defer rejecting artifacts 

until such decisions can be justified with sufficient confidence. If, we think that the number of 

classification levels in object-oriented methods must be increased, the consistency constraints 

have to be weakened to allow partial classification. On the other hand, having too many levels 

may not be meaningful for the software engineer. For instance, to express the relevance of an 

entity with a real number such as 0.75 is not very intuitive. Further, the accuracy of such an 

expression is highly questionable. This means that one needs to balance intuition and reduction 

of the classification error. To represent multiple levels conveniently, the rules of current object-

oriented methods have to be enhanced. One of the possible solutions to overcome this problem is 

use of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic does not operate in absolute terms. It treats variables in relative 

terms. If we use fuzzy logic in selection of objects, we can not only save a significant amount of 

information learnt, but we can also make better usage of our object repositories. 

 

In the above two scenarios, we have shown that one of the major reasons causing software 

projects failure is our treatment of software artifacts in absolute terms. We can make better usage 

of our resources and avoid a large number of errors if we use software engineering parameters in 

relative terms thus introducing more flexibility and immunity from various risks. A lot of 

research is being done to hybridize software engineering and fuzzy logic to overcome the similar 

problems. This thesis is also an effort in the same direction. 
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In fuzzy logic, the concept of vagueness was introduced by the definition of fuzzy set. This is 

exactly the area which should be utilized by software engineering research community. A fuzzy 

set S of a universe of discourse U is characterized by a membership function is µs: U → [0,1] 

which associates with each element y of U a number in the interval [0,1] which represents the 

grade of membership of y in S. Based on the definition of fuzzy sets, the concept of linguistic 

variables is introduced to represent a language typically adopted by a human expert. A linguistic 

variable is a variable whose values, called linguistic values, have the form of phrases or 

sentences in a natural language. An important issue here is to determine the linguistic values (i.e. 

Weakly, Strongly). Several researchers have investigated definitions of linguistic values and it 

has been showed that commonly used English terms could be defined with a reasonable 

accuracy. 

For example, solution of the second problem mentioned earlier can be in the formalization of the 

rules of current object-oriented methods using fuzzy-logic as an extension of previous work, 

which modeled the heuristic rules of object oriented methods using two-valued logic. We can use 

similar methodologies in other areas of software engineering notably requirement engineering by 

extending the existing knowledge and replacing currently prevailing absolute or two value logic 

with relative or fuzzy logic. In the next section, we look at potential of fuzzy logic application in 

the area of requirement engineering which is at the core of this thesis 

 

3.4 Fuzzy Logic in Requirement Engineering: Potential areas of Application 

Our case study revolves around the requirement analysis activity in requirement engineering 

process. Requirement engineering involves extensive requirement analysis. Traditional 

requirement analysis techniques such as functional analysis have lots of draw back with them 

and have lost their ground to modern day innovative analysis techniques such as the most 

popular analysis technique of modern times known as Object Oriented Analysis. Object-oriented 

analysis (OOA) is concerned with developing software engineering requirements and 

specifications that can be expressed as a system's object model (which is composed of a 

population of interacting objects), as opposed to the traditional data or functional views of 

systems. But still there are lots of drawbacks with OOA as: information loss at early stages, lack 
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of design alternatives at later phases and context dependency. The main reason behind these 

limitations is by the fact that requirement engineering is a high communication intensive activity, 

whenever human communication involves there will be a fare chance of ambiguity and 

information loss. The cause for this information loss is use of classical two valued logic. For 

example in object oriented analysis either an entity in a problem domain is taken as class or not, 

there is no third possibility, that is only two quantization levels possible and it will increase 

information loss due to high quantization error. Let us assume that N is the number of 

quantization levels and A is the maximum value of the signal. Then, the RMS value of the 

quantization error is 

 
Error decreases with the increase of the number of quantization levels. In current software 

development methods, high quantization errors arise from the fact that rules adopt only two 

quantization levels. 

The drawbacks with OOA could be easily countered by the fuzzy logic, because fuzzy logic has 

ability to deal with multi valued logic e.g. an entity in a problem domain has 0.5 possibility or 

0.8 possibility like that to be taken as a class, whereas in classical two valued logic, there is only 

two possibility values either 0 or 1. So, quantization levels increases from 2 to more than two 

consequently the quantization error will reduce and there will less information loss at early 

stages of development. Fuzzy logic could empower software development especially 

requirement engineering phase because it can incorporate linguistic variables that is very 

common in human communication. For instance, a temperature measurement for anti-lock 

brakes might have several separate membership functions defining brakes properly. Each 

function maps the same temperature value to a truth value in the 0 to 1 range. These truth values 

can then be used to determine how the brakes should be controlled. 

 
Figure 3-2 Fuzzy Logic as applied by Caps and Thomas 
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In this image, cold, warm, and hot are functions mapping a temperature scale. A point on that 

scale has three "truth values" — one for each of the three functions. For the particular 

temperature shown, the three truth values could be interpreted as describing the temperature as, 

say, "fairly cold", "slightly warm", and "not hot".  

Various researchers have already performed ground breaking work to introduce fuzzy logic in 

the domain of requirement engineering. Yen et al. present a formal approach for assessing the 

relative priority by analyzing the customer's trade-off preferences among imprecise conflicting 

requirements. The relative priority can be derived from the analysis of the customer's trade- off 

between attributes on which requirements impose constraints based on the marginal rate of 

substitution in decision science. These priorities are then transformed into numeric priorities of 

requirements so that they can be used in aggregation of conflicting requirements to resolve 

conflicts. However, in this scheme, the control of establishing priorities and finding tradeoffs is 

indirectly but solely in the hands of customers which make it untenable to be applied in modern 

day development involving a lot of stakeholders with often conflicting perspectives regarding 

requirements. Another work on requirements trade-off analysis technique proposed by Lee et al. 

[43] is mainly on the formulation of vague requirements based on Zadeh's canonical form [46] in 

test-score semantics and an extension of the notion of soft conditions. The tradeoff among vague 

requirements is analyzed by identifying the relationship between requirements, which could be 

conflicting, irrelevant, cooperative, counterbalance, or independent. A compromise overall 

requirement can be obtained through the aggregation of individual requirements based on the 

requirements hierarchy. The proposed approach provides a framework for formally analyzing 

and modeling conflicts between requirements, and for users to better understand relationships 

among their requirements. Fuzzy logic could be applied to object oriented modeling. Various 

fuzzy OO (object oriented) modeling have also been proposed for modeling imprecise 

requirements, fuzzy objects, and fuzzy typing etc. Gyseghem et al. represent fuzzy information 

as fuzzy sets and uncertainty by means of generalized fuzzy sets [42]. A generic fuzzy class is 

introduced to capture fuzziness associated with attributes. Uncertain information is modeled by a 

kind of generalized fuzzy sets in which each element of the universe is associated with a fuzzy 

truth value. 

Graham [41] concentrates on the derivation of unknown values of attributes through the use of A 

kind-of relation (AKO), generalized modus ponen, and defuzzification techniques. An object is 
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extended to fuzzy object by fuzziness attributes' values and AKO degrees. The AKO degree 

between classes is assumed to be known by a system, and unknown attributes' values are derived 

through AKO, generalized modus ponen, and defuzzification techniques. Pedrycz et al. applied 

fuzzy neural networks to the parametric learning and aggregated the results of matching for the 

successive attributes [44]. The matching process applies to the corresponding attributes, and 

these partial results are aggregated giving rise to the overall degree of matching the object to the 

class. The values of the attributes are characterized using linguistic terms. The realization of 

inheritance in the considered setting exploits linguistic approximation; the results of 

approximation are used to identify objects. Lee [48] proposes a fuzzy OO modeling technique 

(FOOM) to capture and analyze imprecise requirements through the following two steps: 

(1) to identify the possible types of fuzziness involved in the modeling of imprecise 

requirements, such as classes, rules, attributes, ISA/AKO, and associations and  

(2) To investigate the potential impacts of incorporating the notion of fuzziness on the features of 

OO. FOOM uses fuzzy inclusion technique to compute the compatibility degree between a class 

and an object, and a class and its subclass. Marin et. al. offer a new perspective for representing 

the fuzzy type associated to a class, tackling the problem of vagueness in the database schema, 

and defining the fuzzy type (structural and behavioral components) [53]. A structural component 

is a fuzzy set defined over the set of all the possible attributes and the behavioral component is a 

fuzzy set defined over the set of all the possible methods in the data model. Both the mechanisms 

of inheritance and instantiation have been modified to take advantage of fuzzy types. The 

mechanism of instantiation can be permitted to choose the a-cut of attributes of the type to 

represent objects. Yazici et al. introduce a semantic data modeling approach for spatiotemporal 

database application. This approach extends UML (unified modeling language) for handling 

static and dynamic spatiotemporal information, uncertainty, and fuzziness especially at 

conceptual level of database design [54]. Three types of uncertainty in the attribute level are 

dealt with, including incompleteness, null, and fuzzy. The “part” objects participating in the 

aggregation/ composition relationship has a certain membership degree being a part .of the 

“whole” object. The semantic data modeling approach not only can get the present status of the 

database, but also can look back into the history of the system or predict its future state when 

coupled with fuzzy logic. 
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So we can see that not only there is a significant room for application of fuzzy logic in the areas 

of software engineering in general and requirement engineering in particular, there is also a lot of 

work currently being done in these areas which can be further optimized so that we can 

overcome what has been generally regarded as Cobbs “paradox”. In the subsequent chapters, we 

shall discuss some more existing literature that deals with application of fuzzy logic in various 

areas of software engineering and in particular requirement engineering. 

3.5 Summary 

Fuzzy logic is an exciting area of research first proposed by Lotfi Zadeh. An immense amount of 

work has been conducted to apply concepts of fuzzy logic in various areas of industrial 

applications including software engineering. Fuzzy logic rejects the notion of absolute 

membership (binary; yes or no) and suggests the concept of fuzzy memberships giving the idea 

of fuzzy sets. In fuzzy sets, every member is recognized by its degree of membership. 

Fuzzy logic has recently started finding acceptance in various domains of software engineering. 

In this chapter, we have cited two examples where fuzzy logic can be applied to gain better 

results. There are other areas of application of fuzzy logic as well. In chapter 6, we shall propose 

our value based intelligent requirement prioritization that will use the concepts of fuzzy logic 

extensively.   
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Chapter 4: Value Based Software Engineering 

Value Based Software Engineering (VBSE) was first proposed by Staurt Faulk and colleagues 

somewhere in mid nineties [72]. Later a lot of work was done by Barry Boehm and colleagues 

who worked hard to establish theoretical foundations, agenda and application areas for VBSE 

[55, 59-63, 65, 68]. Now a lot of research is going on to integrate concepts of VBSE in classical 

software engineering. The work done by us in this thesis revolves extensively around the 

concepts of VBSE. We have defined a new definition of “value” to be in sync with VBSE 

(chapter 5 and chapter 7) and also we have proposed and implemented a VBSE driven intelligent 

requirement prioritization (chapter 6). So it is important to understand the basic concepts of 

VBSE. In this chapter, we shall discuss VBSE in thorough detail. 

4.1 Introduction 

Software engineering as mentioned in earlier chapters is not a new phenomenon. The term 

software engineering first appeared in the 1968 NATO Software Engineering Conference, and 

was meant to provoke thought regarding the perceived "software crisis" at the time [156]. A lot 

of research has been done in this domain in the past four decades or so. Now software 

engineering has acquired the role of one of the best professions internationally. In fact, in 2006, 

Software Engineering was ranked as No. 1 best job in the whole world [157]. One of the 

hallmarks of software engineering throughout this time is its equal emphasis on every single 

piece of detail no matter how insignificant it is. In the jargon used among software engineering 

community, it can be said that most of the current software engineering practice and research is 

done in a value-neutral settings. This means that: 

• Every requirement, use case, object, and defect is treated as equally important; 

• Methods are presented and practiced as largely logical activities involving mappings and 

transformations (e.g., object-oriented development); 

• “Earned value” systems track project cost and schedule, not stakeholder or business 

value; 

• A “separation of concerns” is practiced, in which the responsibility of software engineers 

is confined to turning software requirements into verified code. 
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In earlier times, when software decisions had relatively minor influences on a system’s cost, 

schedule, and value, the value neutral approach was reasonably workable. But today and 

increasingly in the future, software has a major influence on most systems’ cost, schedule, and 

value; and software decisions are inextricably intertwined with system-level decisions [55]. 

Value-neutral methods are insufficient as a basis of an engineering discipline. The definition of 

“engineering” in [57] is “the application of science and mathematics by which the properties of 

matter and sources of energy in nature are made useful to people.” Most concerns expressed 

about the adequacy of software engineering focus on the shortfalls in its underlying science. But 

it is also hard for a value-neutral approach to provide guidance for making its products useful to 

people, as this involves dealing with different people’s utility functions or value propositions. 

Progresses have been made over the years to integrate some value-oriented perspectives into 

software engineering. These include such approaches as participatory design, user engineering, 

cost estimation, software economics, software investment analysis, and software engineering 

ethics. However, these have been generally treated as individual extensions to baseline software 

engineering principles and practices. The Value-Based Software Engineering (VBSE) accepts 

the challenge of integrating value considerations into all of the existing and emerging software 

engineering principles and practices, and of developing an overall framework in which they 

compatibly reinforce each other [56]. In this chapter, a brief overview of VBSE is being 

presented. We shall also elaborate the importance of a new definition of value in the context of 

modern concepts of software engineering. This is important in the context as we have devised a 

new definition of value to better suit the paradigm of VBSE. We have also included the concept 

of value in our proposed requirement prioritization technique according to the principles of 

VBSE to make it as much realistic and close to stakeholder’s expectations as possible. That 

makes it necessary to have a closer and in depth overview of the whole VBSE paradigm. 

4.2 Background 

When we talk of the term “value”, some of its dictionary definitions are purely in financial terms, 

such as monetary worth of something. However in the context of Value Based Software 

Engineering, the definition of value can be “relative worth, utility and importance”. This adds 

complications in requiring VBSE to address less rigorously analyzable situations but at the same 
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time enable it to provide help in addressing software engineering decisions involving personal, 

interpersonal or ethical questions.  

At the same time, we need to understand the meaning of “engineering” in its wider perspective 

too. Engineering is not merely a means of producing a product or delivering a service. The term 

“engineering” also includes the goal of making these products and services useful to the people 

or stakeholders as well. So we can say that value considerations are already built in engineering 

and as a corollary in software engineering. However what we see is that most of the software 

engineering practices are performed in value neutral circumstances. Thus, the focus deviates 

from identifying the most critical stakeholder, the most significant features, the most critical risk 

etc and instead turns towards mere delivery of product at any cost and any quality. This forces us 

to look for a new concept within software engineering to accommodate these concerns and those 

highlighted above. This new concept has been presented in the form of VBSE [56]. 

Definition of VBSE: Barry Boehm and associates have given a comprehensive definition of 

VBSE when they stated that VBSE deals with “The explicit concern with value concerns in the 

application of science and mathematics by which properties of Computer Software are made 

useful to the people. [55] “. 

This resulting science includes utility theory, game theory, statistical decision theory, and real 

options theory as well as logic, complexity theory and category theory. A detailed discussion of 

these theories is presented in later sections. 

4.3 Application of VBSE in the Context of Software Development and 

Valuation 

A lot of work has emerged in the recent past which has made effective use of VBSE in various 

domains of software engineering. In this section, I shall describe some of the most recent work 

that has emerged in this context. 

In their paper, Michael Halling et al [167] have described open issues that need to be catered 

from the perspective of valuation in order to better utilize the value based software engineering. 

They have particularly pointed out the limitations of existing valuation models being used in the 

industry. They have highlighted the need to identify the most important drivers of an effective 

software product. They have also discussed to understand the role of individual preferences for 
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successful implementation of VBSE. In this paper, the need to identify and calculate intangible 

benefits from tangible ones has been mentioned. 

Mikko Rönkkö et al [168] have also mentioned that VBSE is a valuable tool in software 

engineering which allows migration from emphasis on technical aspects of software to business 

considerations. This helps in delivering more meaningful and customer oriented products to the 

market. However, in their opinion as well, the emphasis of current VBSE practices relies on well 

established valuation practices which are in most cases foreign to the principles of modern day 

software development. In this paper, authors presented a value matrix which combined both 

technical aspects as well as business needs under one umbrella to make software valuation more 

meaningful. 

Naseer Jan and Muhammad Ibrar in their MS thesis [169] provided a systematic mapping of 

VBSE principles in Requirement engineering. In this thesis they made investigations into 

practical applications of VBSE in the context of requirement engineering. They identified 

requirement prioritization as one of the most critical areas where principles of VBSE not only 

need to be implemented but also refined in the form of framework so that proper context of value 

can be established. They have underscored the need that value based requirement prioritization is 

significant as it results in more realistic project planning and scheduling.  

Ghulam Murtaza et al [170] touched upon one of the very critical aspects of VBSE. In their 

paper, they have introduced the concept of “Value” in the overall value elicitation process. The 

paper identifies major elicitation techniques that can be instrumental in assessing requirements 

from value perspective. The paper is very important in the sense that it identifies the need of 

early value assessment in the complete software development lifecycle. This is one of the major 

contributing factors of this dissertation as well since it also is an effort to make value based 

decision making in the early tasks of software engineering such as requirement prioritization. 

Robert Harmon et al [171] propose a novel value based pricing mechanism for software products 

and services. This paper is significant as it proposes an indigenous pricing mechanism for 

software industry which assigns value to the software product based on end user’s perceived 

fulfillment from that product. The pricing mechanism takes into consideration the degree of 

fulfillment of most critical requirements posed by stakeholders. This paper also considers 

meaningful and unbiased requirement prioritization as one of the preconditions for meaningful 

valuation and pricing of software. 
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Alexander Egyed et al [172] have used VBSE for understanding cost benefit trade offs during 

software traceability. The have established that value consideration is critical in the context of 

establishing effective and sustainable traceability. They have also identified that better 

understanding of requirements, their priority and perspective is critical towards establishing 

meaningful tradeoffs during requirement traceability. They conclude that all of these factors can 

be better fulfilled when we establish value for individual requirements with respect to their 

significance to respective stakeholders.  

Application of VBSE principles for prioritization purposes is also not anew phenomenon. Some 

recent works have appeared where VBSE has been used for test case prioritization. Most notable 

work in this regard is done by Hema Srikanth et al [173-174], [177]. In these works, authors 

have followed the principles of VBSE while developing a comprehensive framework for 

automated test case prioritization mechanism. In our thesis we have also tried to follow similar 

mechanisms. 

Some other works have also appeared recently [175-176] which have effectively used VBSE for 

meaningful software development. In this thesis, encouraged by these recent developments, an 

effort has been made to implement the same principles in requirement prioritization with an 

indigenous new definition of value as well as introducing the concepts of computational 

intelligence to avoid the elements of bias and error of judgment. 

4.4 Significance of VBSE in the Context of Requirement Prioritization 

Requirement prioritization is an area of requirement engineering involving very strong analysis 

of stakeholders and significant tradeoffs to make ultimate projects more feasible and acceptable 

to the stakeholders. As of now, this activity is performed in value neutral circumstances and 

results in unfeasible assessment of requirements. As a consequence, several such requirements 

are ignored in the final prioritization which should be critical for the system and vice versa. 

Using the principles of VBSE, we can assess the stakeholders and their presented requirements 

in a value relative environment. By following VBSE, we can not only extract success critical 

stakeholder (SCS) but can also establish relative worth of each requirements. That is the reason, 

we have proposed a value driven expert prioritization as second step of our overall prioritization 

process. We have shown through experimentation that this approach yields much better results. 
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At the same time, we have also experienced that application of VBSE can not yield good results 

until the underlying definition of value is not changed. As mentioned in the beginning of this 

chapter while defining value, many critical aspects of software economics are ignored in the 

existing definition of value. Existing definition of value is monetary driven definition while 

software valuation needs to take into consideration the overall satisfaction of stakeholders as a 

primary criterion. Consequently, we have presented a thorough critique of existing definitions of 

“value” by highlighting their limitations and shortcomings. After building this case in next 

chapter, we have proposed a new definition of value which is more in sync with the concepts of 

VBSE. 

4.5 Summary 

Value Based Software Engineering is an emerging and exciting area in software engineering first 

proposed by Stauart Faulk in middle of nineties and later evolved by Barry Boehm and 

colleagues, VBSE offers a complete road map for software development in value conscious 

environment b setting a theoretical paradigm as well as establishing a complete working agenda. 

Recently, a lot of research is going on in the domain of VBSE to transform classical SE artifacts 

in it. We have presented a detailed summary of some of the most recent work done in this 

context as well as the reason to prioritize requirements under the principles of VBSE. In this 

thesis, our emphasis is also on application and refinement of VBSE by proposing a new 

definition of value as well as implementing a novel VBSE driven intelligent requirement 

prioritization technique. VBSE is one of the most promising areas of research in SE which is 

aimed at ensuring that failure rate of software projects decrease significantly. 
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Chapter 5: A New Definition for “Value” 

 

Software Engineering as a stream of knowledge deals with development of software product that 

meets certain business and technical quality constraints imposed on it while at the same time 

meets the requirements of stakeholders. This means that software engineering ensures that 

certain amount of value is associated to the software (being developed). It is an interesting fact 

however, that classical software engineering is “Value Neutral” in essence [76]. This means that 

software engineering does not consider the value that the product is going to deliver to 

stakeholders nor does it assign value to the stakeholders who have an interest in development of 

the software product. In the past two decades or so, many new theories and changes in the 

classical SE knowledge have emerged. Emergence of these new concepts has essentially altered 

the way we perceive SE and software development process. Value Based Software Engineering 

is one such theory which has been around for more than a decade now. Many known researchers 

have worked on design and formulation of VBSE. VBSE essentially incorporates the element of 

value in otherwise value neutral SE practices. However, it is again interesting to note that VBSE 

incorporates the concept of value in SE practices without actually first describing what should 

we mean by value in the domain of software development. Having absolutely no doubt in the 

fact that VBSE is a major and exciting emerging theory and it has immense potential in 

redefining the SE principles, we believe that there is a need to define value in the context of 

software engineering. Only then can we the true worth of a software product and stakeholders 

associated with it be assessed. It is also equally important to have a look at existing valuation 

techniques. Many valuation techniques have been used both in traditional business as well as 

software products and services. Some major names among these are Net Present Value, Internal 

Rate of Return, Sensitivity analysis etc. COCOMO and COCOMO 2 have been designed with 

the aim of better estimation of software. There is an urgent need to investigate the application of 

all of these approaches to determine their suitability and present a case for further improvements 

if necessary. We have also to be mindful of the fact that many of the concerns that we express in 

our work are present in the mind of software developers, project managers and other 

stakeholders when they valuate the software product. What we have tried to emphasize upon is 

the need for a formal new definition of value and anew valuation technique so that all of these 
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concerns can be accommodated formally. In this chapter, we have put forward a case to describe 

the reason and significance of redefining the concept of value for software engineering. At the 

same time an analysis of current valuation techniques with the aim of insight and further 

improvement has been made. 

5.1 Background 

It is important to understand how value has been interpreted in the literature. This section 

describes in detail certain definitions of value and valuation techniques being applied in modern 

day software development. 

5.1.1 What is Value? 

The ultimate aim of any industrial knowledge (and same is true for software engineering) 

is to create certain products or services which add value to the existing worth of 

stakeholders, for whom that service, product or process is designed. If the element of 

value is excluded, the creation of these products, services or processes is rendered 

meaningless. When talking of SE practices, the creators of Value Based Software 

Engineering theory conclude that “Our aim is to bring such value considerations to the 

foreground so that software engineering decisions at all levels can be optimized to meet 

explicit objectives of the involved stakeholders” [76]. 

What is important in this definition is the identification of the “Value” considerations for 

the purpose of maximization of objectives of all stakeholders. So it seems appropriate 

that we take a look at what literature offers us in terms of definition of value. According 

to Merriam-Webster online dictionary, value can be;  

• a fair return or equivalent in goods, services, or money for something exchanged 

• the monetary worth of something 

• relative worth, utility, or importance 

• a numerical quantity that is assigned or is determined by calculation or 

measurement [77] 
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Dictionary of Canadian Economics defines value as: “The quantity of one product or 

service that will be given or accepted in exchange for another” [78]. This definition 

caters for the most classic form of value assigned to any product or service. Value 

therefore becomes a matter of mere economic significance according to this definition. 

According to this definition, value relates to the “quantity” that any product or service 

can be exchanged for. This definition though explains value quite well for almost all 

classical products or services, it is unable to define the value of software products or 

services that well. 

Another definition of value comes from Oxford Companion to Law and it states that 

“…value may consist of spiritual or aesthetic qualities or in utility in use, or in the 

amount of money or other goods which could be obtained in exchange for the thing in 

question…”[79]. This definition though quite comprehensive in its own right still leaves 

many questions unanswered. Lastly, Dictionary of Sociology defines value as a 

“…generalized principle of behavior to which the members of a group feel a strong 

commitment and which provides a standard for judging specific acts and goals” [80]. 

This definition generalizes the concept of value to such an extent that it is difficult to 

apply it particularly on software engineering. 

What all of these definitions fail to cater for can be summed up as: 

• These definitions rely too much on money as the relative unit to describe value 

• The value in all of these definitions is established based on market forces. 

• There is no room for accommodating the value of process and its maturity that 

goes into development of product or services. 

• Human resource and its quality that goes into development of these products or 

services has no significant role in establishing value 

• The value of product is established based on its business value in classical sense 

which is not applicable to the modern products or services like software. 
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5.1.2  “Value” in Software Engineering 

The significance of value to software engineering is quite manifest. As Stefan Biffl et al 

have aptly highlighted in their work that the ultimate aim of software engineering is to 

add value to the existing state of affairs through creation of products, services and 

processes [76]. The authors have also mentioned the overall negative impact that this 

whole process can cause if the value consideration remains implicit. We shall briefly 

describe in chronological order, the application and evolution of concept of value in 

software engineering. 

Traditionally value has been used to describe cost models in software engineering. The 

first major work to address the concept of value beyond cost models was Boehm’s 

software engineering economics [58]. Consequently, in 1986, spiral model was 

introduced by Boehm after establishing relationship between value and software process. 

McTaggart’s work [81], titled as “The Value Imperative” resulted in a new way of 

thinking which was subsequently named as value based management movement. A result 

of this movement was an IEEE software essay titled “When the Pursuit of Quality 

Destroys Value” by Favaro [82] in 1996. In this essay, Favaro argued that pursuit of 

quality should not be the sole aim as in many cases; this pursuit can destroy the value of 

the product. Later, in another article, the adjective “value-based” was used by Favaro et 

al. in the software development context addressing the economics of software reuse. [83]. 

WinWin model was another model of software engineering by Boehm et al. This model 

was proposed in 1998 and it basically dealt with the concept of requirement negotiations 

[63].The formal agenda of Value Based Software Engineering was proposed by Boehm et 

al in 2003. This agenda captured the expanding scope in the domain of value based 

management approaches as well as agile development methods [84]. 

5.1.3 Economic Valuation Techniques 

Traditionally, software economics has relied heavily of estimating the cost. Various cost 

estimation models have appeared in the past. These have traditionally been classified as 

Non-Algorithmic Estimation and Algorithmic Estimation approaches. In Non-

Algorithmic models, we have various methods such as analogy costing, Expert Judgment, 

Parkinson, Price to Win, Top-Down and Bottom-Up approaches [158-160]. In 
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algorithmic classification, major models include Linear Models (Nielson’s Model [161]), 

Multiplicative Models (Walston-Felix model, Doty Model [162]), and power function 

models such as COCOMO and COCOMO II [159].  Apart from these, a few artificially 

intelligent and machine learning based cost estimation techniques also during 1980s and 

1990s but failed to have major impact. Some of the notable such techniques include one 

proposed by Finnie and Wittig  using Artificial Neural Network [163], one by Srinivasan 

and Fisher using machine learning principles [164] and Mukhopadhyay model using 

expert system based on analogical reasoning [165].  

Among all of these approaches, most widely used and adopted technique in software 

industry is COCOMO which is an algorithmic model based approach for cost estimation 

[166]. COCOMO 81 and COCOMO II are the brainchild of Barry Boehm and associates. 

One of the reasons for the wide scale acceptance is their reliance on realistic numbers 

instead of experts or past experiences. The other is the fact that both techniques were 

based on extensive experimentation thereby narrowing the scale of error. This is one of 

the most vital reasons why industry was so eager to adopt this standard [166].  COCOMO 

II calculates the overall effort of a software project through using this equation. 

 

Effort = (Personnel)(Environment)(Quality)(Size of Process)    [85] 

 

According to Patrick McKenna, this equation captures certain key factors and delivers an 

estimate of the effort required for software project [86]. These equations have been 

mainstay of many researchers like those working with IBM’s Rational. However, these 

researches and applications have only covered the cost side of this whole software 

economics [86]. The value side of this whole process has been covered with the help of 

VBSE by Barry and several researchers who have worked on it. 
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Figure 5-1: An analysis of Value Measurement Techniques [18] 

 

Many valuation techniques can be found in literature. Though originating from 

economics, these are equally applicable in the field of software engineering. Many of 

these techniques have been widely used for valuation purpose of software projects quite 

effectively. One major valuation technique is return on investment (ROI). Value can be 

directly calculated using ROI technique which determines time to payback [86]. Net 

Present Value (NPV) is another major valuation technique which measures the 

profitability and hence value of the product according to certain statistical techniques. 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is used in capital budgeting and has been a favorite 

technique for valuating software projects for quite some time now. Sensitivity analysis is 

actually performed to show what kind of uncertainties can have serious affect on the 

value of software product. Monte Carlo simulation method for valuation of software 

product uses random numbers and probabilistic approach to generate multiple possible 

scenarios and establishing value of the product according to probabilities of these 

scenarios. Final result of this simulation is the product’s value which can be quite 

impressive provided sufficient data and a realistic model is used to run the simulation 

[86]. 
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5.2 COCOMO and COCOM II, Means for Software Valuation 

COnstructive COst Model (COCOMO and COCOMO II) have been the leading estimation 

techniques for software products and services. In this capacity, these can be used for valuation of 

the software as well. In 1981, COCOMO was first published by Barry W. Boehm in his Book 

Software engineering economics as a model for estimating effort, cost, and schedule for software 

projects. The work was based on the study of 63 projects at TRW Aerospace. At that time, Barry 

Boehm was Director of Software Research and Technology at the organization. The study 

examined projects ranging in size from 2,000 to 100,000 lines of code, and programming 

languages ranging from assembly to PL/I. COCOMO model is often referred as COCOMO 81. 

In 1997 COCOMO II was developed and it appeared for the first time in published format in 

2001 in the book Software Cost Estimation with COCOMO II. As a successor to COCOMO 81, 

COCOMO II is better suited for estimating modern software development projects. More 

importantly, it caters to the software which is developed with process models other than the 

waterfall model and new programming languages. It established its utility in the era of desktop 

development, code reusability and the use of off-the-shelf software components. 

Here, we are more interested in understanding how COCOMO II works and how it can be used 

for valuation purposes. COCOMO II allows one to estimate the cost, effort, and schedule when 

planning a new software development activity. There are three major components to this model 

where each model caters to different level of abstraction and detail. These sub models are called 

the Applications Composition, Early Design, and Post-architecture models. COCOMO II was 

designed to meet following objectives: 

• Investment and financial decision making based on software development effort 

• Project budgeting and schedule 

• Tradeoff negotiation 

• Risk management 

• Level of reusability and legacy software inventory decision 

• Setting mixed investment strategies 
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• Process improvement strategy 

COCOMO II offers many advantages towards estimation when it comes to effort or cost. The 

main advantage is the status of COCOMO II as an industry standard. Its easy availability and 

highly understood process for estimation make it ideal for the specific purposes. The presence of 

tool support is another highlight of this model. With extensive research going on in this specific 

model all over the world, it is well positioned to be the standard estimation approach for a long 

time to come. At the same time, one major drawback of COCOMO model is its non-suitable 

nature for small scale development effort. However, when we talk of valuation process, we are 

not simply discussing the cost or effort estimation. Additionally this estimation is essentially 

aimed towards development of the product. Our actual aim in valuation should be at reaching to 

a model where these estimates can be used for establishing a realistic value for the software. 

Also some new models which discuss the valuation of the product not just from its development 

perspective but also from other perspectives such as utility, applicability, requirements 

fulfillment etc. Without the presence of such mechanisms, we shall always be tempted to value 

the product based upon the total cost which has gone into its development (whether for effort or 

time). Many other factors which should play their role into valuation will still remain missing. So 

summing all of this discussion regarding COCOMO II, we believe COCOMO II in its present 

form can be a useful mechanism for valuation provided certain other parameter (essentially non-

cost factors) are incorporated into it. 

5.3 Critique of Contemporary Definitions and Valuation Techniques 

In this critique, we present an in depth analysis of current definitions as well as valuation 

techniques so that in the later section, we can present our observations in the form of guidelines 

which should be accommodated in any new scheme of things. 

5.3.1 Analysis of Current definitions of Value 

As can be seen from table 5-1, there are many strengths of current definitions of value. 

However, there are many drawbacks associated with it as well. In this section, we will 

highlight some of those drawbacks which have a significant bearing on software 

engineering in particular. 
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Definition is too Abstract: As we have seen in all definitions of value described in the 

previous sections, the description is very abstract in its nature. The effect of this 

abstraction is a possible absence of many other diverse properties of value. For example, 

when we describe value of any entity in modern world, we usually want to describe its 

business value. However, most software products do not have a business value that 

strictly meets the above description of business value. For software, the real business 

value is not a direct monetary return that it can fetch. 

Definition of Value is relative to Money: The way value is currently defined, it strongly 

resembles many other definitions of physical sciences like mass, energy, pressure etc. 

The common aspect of all of these definitions is that all of these (including value) are 

relative. All these definitions require some other definition of unit to describe them. For 

example, definition of mass can not be fully understood unless the definition of its units 

i.e. kilograms or pounds is used with it. Similarly, current definition of value can not be 

fully comprehended until the definition of its associated unless is not understood. In 

current scenario, the associated unit for value is often money [137-138]. We usually 

assign value to any product or service in terms of how much money, this particular 

product or service can fetch. However, when we talk of a software product or service, it 

need not be the one to have a lot of money associated with it to make it valuable. In fact, 

it has been the case that many most valuable software products and services are 

absolutely devoid of any money associated with them. So attaching a unit like money to 

describe the value of software is not practical or even justified to describe it value. 

Market Forces are not determined according to current scenario: Current definitions 

of value imply that market forces always have a significant role in determining the value 

of any product or service. However, there is increasingly large evidence that the effort 

that goes in the development of product or service has its own value. We can cite the 

example of the development process that is used for development of software. Many a 

times, the value of ultimate product heavily relies on the maturity of the process that goes 

into development of the product. CMM and CMMI certifications actually evaluate the 

quality and ultimate value of software product based on maturity of the process. This 

aspect has also not fully catered for in the current definitions of value. 
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Table 5-1: Strengths and Limitations of current definitions of "Value" 

Strengths Limitations 

Establishes the  concept of Return 
Fails to  determine value of many products 

e.g. software 

Established and applied practices 

with practical applications 
Lack of all stakeholder’s participation 

Notion of utility and desirability Too abstract in nature 

Covers many aspects of daily life No concept of value prioritization 

 
Customer satisfaction not incorporated 

 

Value of various qualities achieved through 

the process is not addressed 

 

Human and Time Resource are not properly incorporated: Goods have been 

evaluated based on the human resources involved. However, most of the times, this has 

played quite negligible role in the overall valuation process. Similarly, the time that a 

product or service takes in development has also not played any significant role in this 

process. We know that many of modern day products (including software) have human 

resource as their major raw material. Current definitions have failed to put so much 

significance on this specific aspect as is needed. Also we need to establish how time 

plays a role in establishing value for a product or service. The overall cost dimension of 

human resource as well as timely delivery of a successful product needs to be taken into 

consideration. 

Concept of Value Prioritization is lacking: Current definitions of value fail to grasp 

with the fact that value of the same product can be different for different stakeholders. 

Thus it is not possible to assign one single value to a product. This is particularly true in 

the case of software engineering where various stakeholders perceive same product or 

service with varying degree of significance. 
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5.3.2 Analysis of Contemporary Valuation Techniques 

As, we have shown in section 5.1 and 5.2, there are many valuation techniques out of 

which we have selected five techniques which have been used for valuation of software 

projects and products. These techniques have been selected because of two major 

reasons. One is the fact that these are still the most widely used techniques to measure 

value of any product [37] and second is that all of these techniques belong to the class of 

techniques which uses money as a benchmark to measure the value. These include NPV, 

IRR, ROI, Sensitivity Analysis and Monte Carlo Simulation. An apt comparison of these 

and few more valuation techniques was presented by Nancy Burchfield in a diagram in 

her work [87] where she has highlighted the applicability and advantages of these 

techniques. This comparison is shown in table 5.1. 

In this section we analyze each of these techniques and present an analysis for 

applicability of these approaches for a better valuation process. 

ROI/Payback Period: According to Lutz Prechelt [88], “In the dynamic view, ROI 

describes the periodically recurring profits (returns) from fixed financial capital 

(investment). In the static view, ROI describes the one-time income or saving (return) 

realized as a consequence of a one-time expenditure (investment)” Return on investment 

is a process of directly calculating the value using following equation; 

 
According to this technique, the best valued product is one with the lowest payback time. 

In other words, higher the cash inflows, smaller the payback time and thus better the 

value of product. When we look more closely into this technique, we see it plagued with 

several problems. Some of these can be: 

• From purely economic perspective, it ignores the future trends of money 

depreciation or otherwise. Thus the value calculated is unrealistic in the first 

place. 

• The technique does not accommodate the concept of risks for a software product. 

Thus the results achieved are heavily discounted from this perspective. 
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As we have seen in the previous discussion regarding value, this technique too establishes 

value of a software product purely on the basis of monetary returns. No other important 

considerations are entertained. 

Net Present Value (NPV): In this technique, present value of cash inflows is subtracted 

by present value of cash outflows. Main improvement of this technique over ROI is that it 

takes the future movement of currency into consideration. However, just like ROI, the 

accuracy of this technique is also dependent on reliable availability of cash inflows in 

future. According to investopedia [89], NPV can be calculated as: 

 
Where C = cash inflows or outflows and r = discount rate over a period of time t. 

Net Present Value offers a direct advantage over ROI in the sense that inflatory factor is 

taken into consideration. One major problem faced by net present value as discussed by 

Joan Pasqual et al. [90] is the non “monotonic” nature of NPV function in most of the 

cases. This makes it difficult to interpret the results properly. Similarly, at the same time, 

the glaring factor remains that just like ROI; NPV also considers value to be only 

monetary in nature. 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR): IRR is a mechanism for analysis of a major investment 

with relation to the time value of money. It basically calculates the interest rate 

equivalent of the dollar amount of return of the investment. If the knowledge about 

interest rate is known, we can compare it to IRR rates on other investments. When talking 

specifically about the software products or services, it is quite difficult to calculate the 

amount of return over certain period of time. The requirements for software products 

change much more frequently than many other products. Consequently, the level of 

anticipation for return is quite low. In the absence of certain careful mechanism where 

experts try to figure out the future trends of that particular domain, relying merely on IRR 

can be fatally misleading. 

Sensitivity Analysis: Whenever we perform analysis of the system, we are interested in 

knowing how “sensitive” the proposed system is to the change in value of various 

parameters being used for analysis. This is a very fascinating technique for establishing 
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real value of a product such as software which shows very dynamic behavior in its 

lifespan. According to Lucia Breierova and Mark Choudhari [74], sensitivity analysis is 

quite useful when building confidence in model by studying and applying certain 

variations or “uncertainties” present in various parameters of the model [91]. However, 

sensitivity analysis poses its own limitations. One major limitation is that it is almost 

impossible to check all parameters for all possible changes so that a really impressive 

analysis could be performed. 

Monte Carlo Simulation: In Monte Carlo simulation, there is a heavy reliance on the 

usage of probabilistic approaches and random numbers to find solutions for our 

problems. The PMI (Project Management Institute) defines Monte Carlo Simulation as: 

“A technique that performs a project simulation many times to calculate a distribution of 

likely results.” In the words of McKenna “The Monte Carlo Simulation typically uses 

random number generators to generate multiple scenarios of a model by repeatedly 

sampling values from the probability distributions for the various input variables” [86]. 

This approach also shows the possible variance in value of the product due to risks 

involved which gives more credence to the technique. However, its purely economic 

sense makes it difficult to establish an all round value of the product. 

5.3.3 Modification guidelines for new definition of Value 

Before proposing the modifications in the existing definitions of value to make them 

more suitable for software engineering and its emerging concepts, it is essential to point 

out those specific aspects which need to be incorporated in the classical definitions. In 

one of our papers [31], we identified various aspects that need to be catered to if we need 

to establish a more realistic value of the software. These specific aspects can work as 

guidelines towards new definition. In our opinion, following aspects need to be 

considered in this regard. 

• Abstraction in the definition needs to be reduced so that the definition specifically 

caters for those aspects which are relevant. 

• The relative nature of value with currency or money (as in classical 

considerations) needs to be replaced with utility and throughput. 

• Market forces that affect the value of any service or product need to be redefined. 
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• The value of a product or service should also cater for the maturity of effort that 

goes into its development. 

• Quality of human resource that goes into development of products or services 

needs to be used to establish its value. 

• Establishing a mechanism to assign different value to similar for different 

stakeholders. 

• Establishing the fact that degree of accommodation of stakeholder’s requirements 

remains the ultimate mechanism for establishing the value of a product. 

• New definition of value should be a mechanism for determining the stakeholder’s 

satisfaction with respect to the product or service delivered and process that goes 

into development of that product or service. 

We believe that it is essential for meaningful evolution of new software engineering 

paradigms like VBSE to redefine the concept of value. This process should accommodate 

all the concerns that have been mentioned above. 

5.4 Proposed Definition of “Value” 

We have given certain guidelines which any new definition of value should cater to in order to 

properly evaluate software products or services. One aspect of these guidelines is that apart 

from monetary and financial aspects, there are stakeholder’s requirements which need to be 

addressed in order for the software to be “valuable”. Second aspect is that quality constraints 

along with time and human resource need to be taken into account while establishing value for 

the software. Keeping in mind these two aspects, we presented a new definition of value in one 

of our works [35]. According to that article, value of software can be defined as 

 

“The degree of fulfillment of stakeholder’s requirements in order of their priority while 

maintaining the agreed upon commitments and constraints of quality” 

 

This proposed definition has three pillars on which it builds its premises. One is stakeholder’s 

requirements in a prioritized fashion. This is important to understand that not all stakeholders 

are equally important for any product or service (software in our case). If we tend to give equal 
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importance to all stakeholders, we are running a chance of meeting less urgent requirements or 

the requirements put by less critical stakeholders at the cost of more urgent or critical 

requirements. This will result in more erosion of value of software as compared to situation 

where less urgent requirements are lost while critical aspects are preserved. In that case 

software maintains a larger chunk of its value. 

The second pillar of this definition is commitment. Here commitment refers to the product or 

service related assurances given in project contract. This ensures that value assigned to the 

product depends upon various aspects like its agreed time factor, agreed cost of development, 

operations and maintenance, agreed human resource and many other such obligations which 

are written in contract and can be evaluated through established mechanisms. Adherence to 

these commitments enhances the value of the software product or service while not doing so 

decreases its value automatically. 

The third and last pillar of this definition is “constraints of quality”. It is absolutely vital that 

value of any product or service should be determined by its adherence to quality constraints 

imposed on it. The quality constraints as mentioned here include both the quality of process as 

well as quality of the product. 

The definition described above is at this stage just a proposal. We have discussed and analyzed 

this definition in detail to evaluate its appropriateness and we believe it still may have a lot of 

room for improvement.  However, we feel that this definition caters for establishing value for 

any product or service in today’s world much better than any existing definition. This is 

particularly true in the case of software. 

The value of software is primarily determined by judging the fact that to what degree it has 

been successful in fulfilling the requirements of stakeholders and at what level of quality. The 

above definition caters for both of these aspects. With this definition, we do not need to apply 

existing perceptions of value to the software and obtain certain unrealistic value for it. We 

believe that with this definition the value established for the software is more grounded in facts 

which determine its development.  

At the same time, we can not overlook at monetary aspect that is associated with the software 

product or service.  This has been realized through emphasis on agreed upon commitments. 

These commitments will undoubtedly involve the price paid for development or acquisition of 

software, its pricing policies, its marketing fundamentals etc. Incorporating this vital postulate 
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ensures that we are mindful of the existence of financial aspect of any software product or 

service and feel the urgency of involving it in establishing the final value of the software. 

This definition is comprehensive yet concise in the sense that despite being a one sentence 

definition, it covers all three aspects which are vital for establishing the value. It is abstract 

enough to be used in any application area of modern day industrial knowledge and not just 

software industry.  

5.5 Summary 

Establishing value for any product (whether software or otherwise) is not a trivial task. Various 

valuation techniques have been suggested by researchers to perform this task. In this chapter, 

we have analyzed existing definitions of “value” and “valuation” techniques. Our analysis has 

been focused from the perspective of establishing “value” for software products and services. 

We have concluded with evidence that existing definitions of value and valuation techniques 

fail to establish correct value for software because of its unique and different nature from other 

industrial products. As a result, we have proposed a new definition of value. We shall 

demonstrate the application of this new definition of value in chapter six and seven of this 

thesis. 
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Chapter 6: Value Based Intelligent Requirement 

Prioritization  

 

 

Software Engineering (SE) aims at creating software products or their artifacts in such a way that 

these meet the requirements posed by stakeholders while fulfilling quality constraints imposed 

on them. In order to meet both these objectives, any software development derives its purpose 

and meaning from the requirements posed by various stakeholders. Requirement Engineering is 

an established domain of knowledge within software engineering which establishes practices and 

principles for effective requirement elicitation, modeling, specification, documentation etc. One 

very important but often neglected practice of software requirement engineering is requirement 

prioritization. Several requirement prioritization techniques have been presented by authors. 

These techniques are both quantitative and qualitative in their nature. Some well known 

requirement prioritization techniques include Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), Cumulative 

Voting, Numerical Assignment, Ranking, Theory W, Requirement Triage, Wieger’s Method etc. 

And there are several other techniques which we shall discuss in this paper. 

Requirement prioritization enables us to understand the significance of requirements vis-à-vis the 

system to be developed and among requirements as well. With requirement prioritization, we can 

identify the focus areas which need most of our attention in order to develop a product which 

optimally meets the requirements of the stakeholders. In most of the situations, due to budget and 

time constraints, it becomes impossible to implement all the requirements posed by stakeholders. 

Also the nature of many projects is such that requirements are implemented in a staged 

environment. In both of these scenarios, we need requirement prioritization. We can prioritize 

requirement to realize which requirements can be delayed or altered so that other urgent 

requirements can be implemented and to what degree. We can also use requirement prioritization 

to determine which requirements to be implemented in earlier stages or later stages. We have 

been working with several funded projects during our research. These projects are faced with 

both of the above mentioned situations. We have found it very important to prioritize 

requirements in their true sense in order to develop a meaningful and successful product. 
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Requirement prioritization was a new practice in our specific development environment. So, the 

nature of our work required us to study further into various requirements prioritization 

techniques so that we can select one which can best suit our peculiar development environment. 

Our finding was that there is severe deficiency of any experimental results to determine which 

technique to prefer. Consequently, during this period of research and development, we studied 

various requirement prioritization techniques and tried to implement them on experimental level 

at various projects. We soon realized that all of these techniques worked well within certain 

situations but had some inherent problems attached with them which made it impossible to 

implement any one of these across the organization for all different kinds of projects. The main 

hindrances faced by us while implementing these techniques were related to cost, time and 

handling of evolving and creeping requirements. In order to overcome these problems, one 

solution before us was to develop an artificially intelligent expert driven requirement 

prioritization technique.  In one of our previous works, we had presented the initial sketch of a 

“value based requirements prioritization” technique [32]. This technique was very much similar 

to Theory W. In this technique the end users and experts were asked to prioritize their 

requirements based upon the value that accomplishment of this requirement may have for the 

system. The salient feature of this technique was an amalgamation of end users and experts in the 

process of requirement prioritization. However, while implementing this technique, we 

encountered two major problems. 

• The technique generated a lot of conflicts at the end of requirement prioritization process. 

Conflict resolution was a very long and time consuming process which needed to be followed 

at the end of every prioritization session. 

• The technique was completely manual. The prioritization was done through human endeavor 

and element of human bias was noticeable. 

While applying the technique proposed in [32], we realized the need for an automated 

requirement prioritization technique in order to overcome both the above mentioned limitations. 

In the subsequent publications, we worked on refining and updating this intelligent requirement 

prioritization approach [33, 34, 36]. 

In this chapter, we present and elaborate upon a fuzzy logic based intelligent requirement 

prioritization technique. This technique uses fuzzy logic to prioritize requirements presented by 
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various stakeholders. This modified scheme is basically a multilevel prioritization where end 

users, experts and intelligent system perform requirement prioritization at various levels. In order 

to establish the utility of intelligent requirement prioritization technique, we applied this as well 

as a representative group of other techniques on several projects and determined the degree of 

success. We have also presented these findings and observations in this thesis. Based on these, 

we have established the case for an artificially intelligent hybridized technique which has been 

presented here. We have also presented a framework for future evaluations of results acquired by 

application of our proposed mechanism with existing requirements prioritization techniques. We 

have presented preliminary results of application of this framework on various techniques. 

6.1 Background 

In this literature review, a brief review of the detailed concepts mentioned in previous chapters 

has been presented. The purpose of this review presented in this chapter is to connect various 

divergent concepts together to illustrate their significance in our developed methodology. Also in 

this chapter, we shall describe in detail all those methodologies which we later intend to use for 

experimental validation against our proposed methodology. 

Requirement Engineering (RE) is one of the earliest and very critical phases of software 

engineering. RE as a knowledge stream is basically aimed at acquisition, modeling and 

documentation of requirements for the software product. Requirement Engineering is a unique 

discipline in the sense that it not only incorporates the concepts of engineering but also of human 

and social sciences. Sometimes, referred to as requirements analysis, RE is treated as a sub 

discipline of system engineering and software engineering. Requirement engineering aims to 

define precisely the requirements that need to be met. This is not an ordinary task. According to 

Fred Brooks, deciding what needs to be built is the most difficult part of software development 

[93]. We can visualize one software requirement as one documented need that software product 

should accomplish. Usually requirements are classified as either as process based and product 

based or functional and non functional requirements. Software requirement can best be defined 

as the description of system functionality along with its quality concerns. 

Requirement prioritization is the next logical task once requirements have been elicitated and 

properly analyzed. In most cases, it is really difficult to meet all the requirements that have been 
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given by various stakeholders. Most of the times, elicitated requirements are vague, conflicting 

or out rightly false.  Over period of time, as our understanding of the system becomes more and 

more clear, the requirements start attaining their actual or specific shape. Similarly, in many 

cases, requirements are implemented in a staggered fashion. In such circumstances, it becomes 

important to arrange the requirements in a prioritized order to develop the system in more 

realistic way. This task becomes even more difficult when performed early in the lifecycle. 

According to Karlsson et al [93], one of the greatest problems of software engineers is 

development of such a product which doesn’t satisfy the needs and expectations of stakeholders. 

To overcome this problem, same authors came up with the idea of prioritizing the requirements 

according to their value in the paper [13] titled “A Cost-Value Approach for Prioritizing 

Requirements”. Subsequently, many other researchers [94, 95] emphasized upon the significance 

of requirement prioritization. According to Ed Yourdon, prioritization of requirements is an 

extremely important issue [96] where as Lubars et al. stated that prioritization of requirements 

was one major topic of discussion during the survey that they undertook[97]. 

There are various methods for prioritizing requirements [98]. Some major techniques are 

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [99, 100, 101], Binary Search Trees [102, 103, 104, 105], 

100 points method [106, 107], planning game [108, 109], numerical assignment technique [110, 

111] and theory W 20, [27] etc. The consensus of all of these studies is that the project’s success 

or failure is strongly determined by how effectively, we can prioritize the requirements.  

Computational Intelligence and soft computing are established techniques which have helped 

resolve many real world problems. These methodologies include Artificial Neural Networks, 

Fuzzy Logic, and Evolutionary Computing etc. Fuzzy logic is a technique centered on fuzzy set 

theory. Thus it is considered as an extension of classical set theory [112, 113]. The concept of 

fuzzy sets as introduced by Lotfi Zadeh [114] can be considered as generalization of the classical 

sets which are crisp in their nature. The purpose of fuzzy logic is to both reduce the complexity 

of existing solutions as well as increasing the accessibility of control theory [115]. 

Computational intelligence based techniques including fuzzy logic have been widely used 

recently to tackle many real world problems. Some of the recent applications of computational 

intelligence can be found in [116, 117]. Fuzzy logic has also found its way in software 

engineering where it has most recently been used in effort estimation [118], software project 

similarity [119], software development [120], project evaluation [121], software evolution [122] 
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etc. Fuzzy logic has been used in requirement engineering as well for various tasks [123, 124]. In 

this chapter, we proposed another application of fuzzy logic in the domain of requirement 

engineering. We suggest introducing fuzzy logic to determine the priority of requirements.  

6.2 Requirement Prioritization Techniques: an Overview 

As mentioned in the literature review, there are various requirement prioritization techniques. 

However, no evaluation of these techniques has been made so far so that their utility and 

relevance can be determined. We have extensively analyzed existing mechanisms as mentioned 

earlier [32, 33, 39]. In this section, we give a comprehensive overview of various requirement 

prioritization techniques. 

6.2.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

AHP is a relative assessment based statistical technique to prioritize requirements for 

software products. If we have n number of requirements, AHP makes n x (n-1) / 2 

comparisons at each hierarchy level. In real life, we are usually working with 

requirements which have multiple objectives. AHP works as an efficient technique in 

these kinds of situations by making pair wise comparison to calculate relative value and 

cost of each requirement against the other one. This significantly large number of 

comparisons makes the technique less effective as increase in number of comparisons 

always takes place at the rate of O(n2). AHP is regarded as a five step method.  

1. Establish completeness of requirements.  

2. Apply the pair-wise comparison method to assess the relative value. 

3. Apply the pair-wise comparison method to assess the relative cost 

4. Calculate each candidate requirement's relative value and implementations cost, 

and plot each on a cost-value diagram.  

5. Use the cost-value diagram as a map for analyzing the candidate requirement 

A sample cost value diagram is shown in figure 1. A large number of studies have been 

made in recent past to determine the effectiveness of AHP for requirements prioritization. 
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Karlsson [13, 125] has made a number of studies which have shown the effectiveness of 

this technique in industrial settings. At the same time, some other studies [109, 126] have 

talked about AHP as being difficult, less efficient and time consuming. AHP can be 

considered as a highly sophisticated and complex technique which can establish 

prioritization at the level of individual requirements. 

Efforts have been made to reduce the number of comparisons. However, this has always 

enhanced the margin of error. In our opinion, this tradeoff is necessary since some 

comparisons may actually never be needed. 

6.2.2 Cumulative Voting (CV) 

Also referred to as 100 $ test or 100 point method sometimes, resembles very much with 

voting mechanism of brainstorming sessions. Each stakeholder is given 100 points that he 

or she can distribute among the requirements as they seem fit. It seems like very 

straightforward mechanism but it becomes complex as the number of requirements 

increases or the stakeholders involved become too many. This scheme also has several 

drawbacks associated with it. Firstly this scheme treats all the requirements as equal 

opportunity candidates. Secondly, the element of bias can never be over ruled. It has been 

observed that in second or subsequent voting, stakeholder assign more votes to their 

favorite requirements in order to move them up. Many researchers [24, 127, 128] have 

pointed out shortcomings in cumulative voting mechanism. Cumulative voting technique 

can also be considered as one which is complex in its nature but attempts to prioritize 

requirements at their individual level. 
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Table 6-1: Sample Cost- Value Diagram for AHP 

 SR-1 SR-2 SR-3 SR-4 SR-5 SR-6 SR-7 SR-8 SR-9 Scores Product Ratio 

SR-1 1 8 1/5 3 1 2 2 3 1 0.1373 1.5427 11.2344 
SR-2 1/8 1 1/5 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/9 1/9 0.0146 0.1549 10.5917 
SR-3 5 5 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 0.1717 1.9647 11.4415 
SR-4 1/3 7 1 1 1/2 1/2 3 1/2 1 0.0968 1.0743 11.0955 
SR-5 1 7 ½ 2 1 3 3 1 1/3 0.1259 1.4065 11.1681 
SR-6 1/2 7 1 2 1/3 1 1/3 1 1 0.0911 0.9550 10.4813 
SR-7 1/2 7 1/3 1/3 1/3 3 1 3 2 0.1155 1.2740 11.0301 
SR-8 1/3 9 1 2 1 1 1/3 1 1/6 0.0887 0.9134 10.2961 
SR-9 1 9 1 1 3 1 1/2 6 1 0.0887 1.7547 11.0884 

6.2.3 Numerical Assignment (NA) 

It is probably the most common prioritization technique which is also very easy to use. In 

the first step, requirements are classified into different groups. These requirements are 

given to each stakeholder. Each requirement within these groups is assigned a number on 

a scale of 1 to 5 by individual stakeholders. The final ranking is determined by 

calculating average of all the ranking given to each requirement by every stakeholder. 

This technique because of its ease of use has also been suggested by IEEE Std. 830-1998. 

Since the requirements are first classified into groups and then prioritized so we can say 

that this technique does not prioritize requirements at the level of individuality. Instead 

one level of abstraction is introduced. 

Despite its wide applicability, this technique also poses several problems. Clear definition 

of the groups is one major drawback. Second problem is that even with clear definitions, 

stakeholders will tend to put most of their requirements into critical groups because of 

their bias (which can not be overruled). Another fact that we have to be mindful about is 

that within each group, all the requirements are initially at the same priority level. Most 

of these drawbacks in numerical assignment technique have been well documented in 

[24, 129, 130].  

6.2.4 Ranking 

This technique is more suitable in the environment where a single stakeholder is 

involved. If there are n number of requirements, these requirements are ranked from 1 

(most significant) to n (least significant). This ranking is exclusive in its nature because 
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requirements are not ranked relative to other requirements as is the case of AHP or 

cumulative voting. Various techniques like bubble sort, quick sort or binary search 

techniques can be used to achieve this ranking.  

There are two major drawbacks associated with this technique. First major problem is 

that it can cause more conflicts than agreements when applied in an environment of 

multiple stakeholders. The second drawback is that requirements are viewed and ranked 

in isolation. The impact of one requirement over the other doesn’t play any role in overall 

prioritization. Since requirements can have multiple dimensions to them so researchers 

have devised a mechanism of combining all of these dimensions and calculating a mean 

priority for each requirement [25]. This modification has its own limitations as well as 

has been shown in [25]. 

6.2.5 Top-Ten requirements 

This technique prioritizes only the most important requirements into a set of top-ten from 

a larger set of requirements. Selection of the most important requirements is subjective to 

the project environment and so it can be erroneous if based on human judgment. Since we 

create only a set of top-ten requirements, no prioritization within this set takes place. This 

can be termed as a shortcoming in many situations. The technique can be applied in 

conjunction with other techniques to achieve better results. According to Lausen [131], it 

is mostly helpful in situations where there are multiple stakeholders with uniform or 

similar significance. 

6.2.6 Theory W 

The main proponent of this theory is Dr. Barry Boehm who introduced this concept [132] 

in 1989. Popularly known as Win-Win model, this technique relies heavily on negotiation 

to resolve any differences of opinion among various stakeholders. The negotiations are 

conducted in such a way that each stakeholder is in a “Win” situation. The principles of 

this technique are progress based on predefined plan, risk assessment and risk handling. 

In this technique, users are asked to rank their requirements before actual negotiations 

start. Users are asked to carefully consider which requirements they are willing to 

negotiate and which they are not. Theory W has been an active area of research among 
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scholars which has been applied in not only requirement engineering but also in other 

domains of software engineering. Theory W is a major constituent of Value Based 

Software Engineering (VBSE) agenda and principle as well. 

6.2.7 Planning Game (PG) 

This specific requirement prioritization technique is very suitable to extreme 

programming. In this specific technique, requirements are prioritized in consultation with 

customers. This is a variation of numerical assignment technique as discussed in section 

3.3. However it offers more flexibility than numerical assignment where users are asked 

to essentially divide the requirements into three groups. 

Some other new and innovative techniques to emerge recently include Requirement 

Triage (RT) [133] and Wieger’s Method (WG) [134]. In requirement Triage, each 

requirement is prioritized relative to the resources that are necessary to meet that specific 

requirement. In this way, a subset of requirements is selected which can optimize the 

probability of success of product while using the allocated resources efficiently. In 

Wieger’s method, the priority of each requirement is set by determining the utility of that 

requirement to the customer as well as penalty incurred by the customer if that 

requirement remains unfulfilled. 

In this section, we have presented a brief overview of existing requirements prioritization 

techniques. In this next section, we shall present a theoretical evaluation of these 

techniques as well as present the brief idea of our proposed and implemented approach. 

6.3 Value based Intelligent Requirement Prioritization (VIRP): The 

Proposed Technique 

Value based intelligent requirement prioritization (VIRP) as shown in figure 6.2 is basically a 

multilevel prioritization and classification technique. This technique involves the use of 

stakeholder’s, experts and automated fuzzy logic based system at various stages to iteratively 

prioritize the requirements. This iterative prioritization ensures that requirements are evaluated 

again and again by different actors and a more meaningful and realistic result is achieved. 

Figures 6.1, 6.4 and 6.5 are the screen shots of working of the proposed technique. In figure 6.1, 
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first level requirement prioritization and stakeholder profiling is shown to be performed where as 

figure 6.4 and 6.5 deal with expert level prioritization and fuzzy logic (3rd level) prioritization. 

6.3.1 Requirement Elicitation & Stakeholder Level Prioritization:  

Requirement elicitation process starts at the early stages of requirement engineering. This 

is a standard process that is followed in any requirement engineering technique. In order 

for our technique to gather its first level prioritized requirements, we introduce two new 

concepts in our requirement elicitation. 

• The requirement elicitation is done electronically. All stakeholders submit 

their requirements on specially designed web scripts. Stakeholders submit 

their requirements according to their own priority.  

• A new concept of stakeholder profiling is introduced. While submitting their 

requirements, stakeholders also give a brief description regarding themselves, 

their expectations about the system, system functionalities of their choice etc. 

Requirements engineers assigned to gather requirements also write down their 

observations regarding those stakeholders independently.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 (a) First level Req. Elicitation (b) Stakeholder Profiling 
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With the completion of both elicitation and profiling, these are combined to form a 

stakeholder profile. These elicitated requirements as well as stakeholder’s profile are 

stored in specially designed requirements database. 

6.3.2 Expert Level Prioritization:  

Once all the requirements from stakeholders along with their profiles have been elicited, 

these are submitted to the experts for second level prioritization. The experts are selected 

according to organizational policies. The preference should naturally be given to those 

experts who have extensive domain experience and are sufficiently neutral and unbiased 

in their opinion. In this stage, experts perform three tasks. 

In the first task, experts quickly review all the requirements given by stakeholders 

independent to the stakeholder’s profile and the requirements given by other stakeholders 

and modify the prioritizations given by stakeholders in a quick manner if some glaring 

problem emerges. 

In the second task, experts review each stakeholder profile and allot it a score in the range 

of 1-10 based on his significance and the overall impact that requirements posed by him 

may have on the success of the project. The values for stakeholder profile are not 

assigned in quantitative manner since it is not realistic for a requirement engineer to 

assign such crisp values about stakeholders in just a few meetings. Instead, requirement 

engineers are asked to assign a range which has already been defined within the system. 

In the third and most significant task, experts assign value to requirements in order to 

prioritize them. This valuation is based on certain requirements classification factors 

(RCFs) which can enhance the overall value of the requirement with their presence.  

can be defined as “one factor whose degree of presence or absence in a requirement can 

have a direct bearing on its value. We have identified ten requirement classification 

factors whose names and brief descriptions are given in table 1 and 2. These RCF are 

divided into two groups. 

Project Specific RCFs These RCF illustrate the value of requirement in relation to the 

project for which it has been elicited. The importance of requirement for the project is 

determined through these RCFs. These include feasibility, modifiability, urgency, 

traceability and testability. Better value for these RCFs means that this requirement can 

iRCF
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better enhance the quality of end product. These are represented as . Their detailed 

description is given in table 6.2. 

 

Stakeholder 1 Stakeholder 2 ………..   Stakeholder n 

 

 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Requirement Specific RCFs These RCFs relate to those attributes of requirements 

which if implemented increase the overall value of requirement from the perspective of 

its description quality. These include completeness, consistency, understandability, 

within scope and non-redundancy. Collectively, these are represented as . Their 

detailed description is given in table 6.3. 

Each factor is given a certain score in the range of 0-5 depending upon the effect of that 

factor on the value of given requirement. 0 denotes the total absence of that specific RCF  

pRCF

rRCF

Third Level  

 

Requirement Elicitation 

 

Calculating RV using RCF 

Expert Prioritization using RV and Prioritized

Fuzzy Based Prioritized Requirements 

Complete Prioritized Requirements

  

Stakeholder’s Prioritized 

Requirements + User Profiles 

Stakeholder 

Requirement 

Database 

First Level  
Second Level  

Figure 6-2: Basic Flow model of Proposed Value Based Intelligent Requirement 
Prioritization Technique 
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Figure 6-3: Calculating pRCF and rRCF 

in any requirement whereas a value of 5 denotes the perfect presence of RCF in that 

requirement. All RCFs are given scores between 0 and 5. The scores of these RCFs are  

 

  
Figure 6-4 (a) Expert level Requirement 

Prioritization 

(b) Expert Level User Prioritization 

 

used to determine the final value of the given requirement. Using the equation given 

below, the requirement value (RV) is calculated. 
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Requirements are prioritized using their RV which can be a number between 0.35 and 

1.35. This exercise gives the prioritized requirements with respect to each factor. 

Implementation of formula 6.1 has been shown in figure 6.4. There are two exceptions 

where we have introduced additional measures. 

First Scenario: In case of situations where any two or more requirements have similar 

RV, we use as deciding measure to assign priority using following rule; 

If we have two requirements I and j with value  and  such that = , then 

If     

 high priority  

else 

 high priority  

Second Scenario: In case of requirements where =  and  

as well, we use prioritized stakeholder’s profile to determine which stakeholder is more 

important among the two competing ones. The requirement posed by more significant 

stakeholder is prioritized higher in that case. In case of both competing requirements 

coming from the same stakeholder, we leave it to the judgment of experts to assign higher 

priority to any requirement which he deems fit. 

At the completion of these three tasks, we have a complete unified list of requirements in 

their prioritized order and a prioritized list of stakeholders. Both of these are submitted to 

Fuzzy logic based component to perform third level prioritization. 

6.3.3 Fuzzy Logic based Requirement Prioritization 

Following steps are executed in this third and final level of prioritization: 

In the first and second level of prioritization, we achieve prioritization from the 

perspective of stakeholders and experts. However, both these steps involve extensive 

human input which can make the results more error prone. In order to further strengthen 

our prioritization results and reduce the manual nature of results, we make use of fuzzy 

logic for third level prioritization. In this approach requirement prioritization is modeled 

in the form of fuzzy rules. Based on Mamdani method, the approach is described using 

the following algorithm: 

pRCF

iRV jRV iRV jRV

∑∑ > ji pRCFpRCF

iRV⇒

jRV⇒

iRV jRV ∑ ∑= ji pRCFpRCF
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Start 

          Define Fuzzy Variables 

      Determine fuzzy variables, Requirement value, Stakeholder Priority and Requirement 

Priority 

      Establish fuzzy sets for these variables 

     Fuzzify each value in fuzzy sets using membership function 

            Generate knowledge Base using fuzzy rules 

Build the system 

Execute the system 

          Give input variable values 

          Get rule strength 

          Combine rule strength with output membership function 

         Find consequence of rules 

Generate output 

        Combine consequences of variant rules 

        Generate output distribution by conflict resolution process 

Defuzzify 

Finish 

 
Figure 6-5: Fuzzy Logic based Final Prioritization 
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In the first step, different variables (both input and consequent) for the system are 

defined. For our problem we have two input variables namely, requirement value and 

stakeholder priority and one consequent namely requirement priority. Variable sets for all 

of these inputs and consequents are defined. . The values in these sets are fuzzified using 

appropriate membership function. 

There are several fuzzy membership functions which are used in various problem 

environments. These include fuzzy centroid function, trapezoidal function, triangular 

function, bell shaped function etc. We have selected trapezoidal fuzzy membership 

function for our technique. Major reason to use this particular function is that in our 

particular problem situation, our maximum or minimum point is not just one value. 

Instead, several values can be at maximum position. Such a problem is best handled by 

trapezoidal function. Other functions such as bell shaped functions have very little 

accommodation for maximum value or centroid has only one maximum value. Bell 

shaped function can be written as: 

1,                                              
1.0

1.0 , 2.0
,         

1,                                             

 

 

Similarly Triangular function can be written as: 
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similar sets for stakeholder priority and requirement priority are defined. Representation 

of membership degree within different fuzzy sets for requirement value has to be made. 

Once, all fuzzy variables within each fuzzy set are defined properly, we need to develop 

the knowledge base of the system. The knowledge base of any fuzzy system is based on 

certain if-then rules. We have developed the knowledge base for our system comprising 

of several rules. 

For example: 

Rule1: if Requirement Value is very low and Stakeholder Priority is medium then 

Requirement Priority is low 

Rule2: if Requirement Value is medium and Stakeholder Priority is low then 

Requirement Priority is medium 

Rule3: if Requirement Value is high and Stakeholder Priority is medium then 

Requirement Priority is high 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A complete set of such rules is generated which works as knowledge base for our system. 

To generate a prioritized list of requirements, each requirement is presented to the system 

which takes its requirement value and stakeholder priority as input and determines which 

rules to be fired. For each rule, the fuzzified inputs are combined to get the rule strength. 

These rule strengths are combined with the output membership function to find 

consequent fuzzified value for that rule using Max-Min method. 
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Figure 6-1: Fuzzy function distribution for VIRP 
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Once all fuzzified values for all fired rules have been determined, we get the defuzzified 

value of the consequent using the following equation: 

 

                                                                                              (6.4) 

 

 

The purpose of defuzzification is to achieve a single crisp value from the fuzzified 

operations which involve several equations. 

 
Figure 6-2: Sample rule set in the proposed technique 
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Once we get all the defuzzified values for all requirements using this technique, we can 

merge all of these values in a single document in descending order to determine the final 

standing of each requirement within the prioritized list.  

 
Figure 6-3: Fuzzy Inference Output 

6.4 Theoretical and Experimental Evaluation of Requirement Prioritization 

Techniques 

In section 6.2, we have given a brief overview of existing requirement prioritization techniques. 

In section 6.3, we have described in detail the implementation of intelligent requirements 

prioritization technique. Several of these techniques are being applied in software industry for a 

while now. Some research studies and surveys to determine the usability of some of these 

techniques have also been conducted (as mentioned in previous section). So a significant mass of 

literature on these requirement prioritization techniques exists. 

 

Table 6-2: Project Specific Requirement Specification Factors (pRCF) 

Name Description 

Feasibility The requirement is capable of being implemented within the 
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constraints and resources 

Modifiability Requirement can undergo change to optimize the system without 

affecting the system adversely 

Urgency Degree of necessity of the requirement for system to be considered 

successful 

Traceability Requirement is such that subsequent function of the system can be 

traced to it. Requirements are less compound 

Testability Requirement can be tested and validated during testing phase. 

Independent test cases for the requirement can be generated. 

 

However, no significant comparative study has so far appeared where all or most of the above 

mentioned techniques might have been applied to the same set of projects. This can be a very 

valuable study as it can determine that in what kind of development environment which specific 

requirement prioritization technique can yield best results. As we have already mentioned in the 

introduction section, we faced a severe problem of selecting suitable requirement prioritization 

technique for our projects. This search ultimately culminated in proposing and implementing our 

own intelligent requirement prioritization technique. We feel that it is need of the hour to 

catalogue the pros and cons of all existing as well as proposed technique at one place so that it 

becomes easier for software engineering community to evaluate and select one technique which 

better meets its needs. 

 

Table 6-3: Requirement Specific Requirement Specification Factors (rRCF) 

Name Description 

Completeness The requirement statement has enough information to proceed 

to the nest development phase 

Consistency Requirement specifications use standard terminology and there 

are minimum conflicts due to statement and specifications 

Understandability Requirements are easy to describe and review. Requirements 

are grammatically correct with single and clear meaning 

Within Scope Requirement does not envisage something which is not 

described in original statement of scope 
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Non-Redundant Requirement is not duplicated in complete or partially.  

 

This section is dedicated to theoretical evaluation of requirement prioritization techniques. It is 

further subdivided into three subsections. In the first section, we have presented a theoretical 

evaluation of existing requirement prioritization techniques. In the second part, we have given a 

brief introduction of our intelligent requirement prioritization technique. In the last subsection, 

we have presented experimental results for our analysis of this technique with all existing ones. 

6.4.1 Analysis of existing requirement prioritization techniques 

Literature offers us many insights into the intricacies and working of various requirement 

prioritization techniques. We have presented literature based evaluation of existing 

prioritization techniques in chapter 2 of this thesis. At the same time, we have gathered 

certain valuable empirical findings while working with these techniques in order to 

perform evaluation and comparison of our proposed technique against existing 

benchmarks techniques such as AHP, Numerical Assignment and Theory W etc. In this 

section, we shall briefly elaborate upon those techniques. 

Our experience has shown that for large projects with multi-objective requirements, AHP 

is a more preferred approach among the professionals. This technique yields statically 

very reliable results. The experience has also shown that the cost of conducting AHP is 

also marginal as compared to various other techniques. This technique however is not 

suitable in the situation where requirements are fast evolving and new requirements are 

being introduced at a much higher pace. The purely statistical nature of AHP (and it is 

true for other techniques described above as well) makes it difficult to generate a 

prioritization which accommodates these changes taking place. The technique due to it’s 

highly time consuming nature also becomes an unfit solution for development models 

where several iterations take place (unless a sufficient time box is available for 

prioritization process at each iteration).  Cumulative voting is a human intensive exercise. 

In our experience, while working with iterative process models, we were able to plan our 

projects in such a way that cumulative voting could be conducted at every iteration. Since 

cumulative voting involves human insight apart from statistical techniques, we also 

experienced a more flexible and accommodating prioritization when handling changing 
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and creeping requirements. The cost factor for cumulative voting becomes an inhibiting 

factor when we deal a project of several hundred requirements and a very tight budget. 

The element of bias was also visible in some of our experiments as experts inadvertently 

prioritized those requirements which they thought were more important from their 

perspective. We believe that AHP is more suitable for projects with medium number of 

requirements and waterfall or prototyping model. Cumulative counting on the other hand, 

can manage iterative development quite efficiently provided enough budget and expertise 

is provided. We have also observed that some kind of automation is required for both of 

these techniques. This automation can reduce the time requirement of AHP and make it 

more suitable for iterative development while it can also reduce the element of bias for 

cumulative counting and lend it more credibility. 

Numerical assignment technique was one of the most difficult to work with in our 

experience. Despite it being the most commonly used technique, we faced almost 

insurmountable problems while working with numerical assignment. This technique was 

rendered useless when working in iterative environment. It was difficult to identify and 

gather all the stakeholders in each iteration, determining the exact status of their 

requirements (including all changes, creeps and incomplete) and then performing 

classification based prioritization. Our experience has shown us that numerical 

assignment is very unreliable when software is to be developed in iterations, has several 

stakeholders and fluidity of the requirements is very high. Some degree of success was 

achieved where the stakeholders are very few and highly oriented. Second problem while 

working with numerical assignment was the much greater degree of bias that was 

exhibited by stakeholder’s when prioritizing than the bias we experienced in the case of 

cumulative voting. Third problem that we experienced was that classification posed 

problems instead of solutions. It was because a large majority of requirements posed by 

various stakeholders were actually placed in the highest classification by their owners 

while requirements posed by other stakeholders were put in lower classifications as those 

were considered less important. 

Ranking was another prioritization mechanism which had very low potential in modern 

day development in its true sense. Exact problems as mentioned in section 3.4 were faced 

while working with ranking technique. Top ten techniques is good at establishing a set of 
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the most critical requirements. Our experience has shown that all these three techniques 

are very difficult to work with and can not meet the objectives of requirement 

prioritization in an optimal way. 

Theory W is a very valuable requirement prioritization technique. It has a two tier 

prioritization system which works within predefined limits. Stakeholders are given the 

opportunity to prioritize their own requirements which are then further studied and 

adjusted by experts before those are presented to all for negotiations. These negotiations 

last until we have asset of requirements in such a prioritized order that every stakeholder 

is a winner. We were able to get much better results by applying theory W than any other 

technique. The major problem that we faced while working with theory W was when 

requirements were fluid beyond certain degree. It was impossible to perform negotiations 

at each iteration. So the utility of this technique was somewhat diminished in iterative 

development with highly evolving and changing requirements. Planning game is also a 

better variant of numerical but the same problems persist (with somewhat less intensity).  

Wieger’s method and requirement triage are relatively new entrants in the field of 

requirement prioritization. These techniques offer solutions to the problem of 

requirement prioritization which are more realistic and are more in sync with ground 

realities. These techniques are good in both linear and iterative process models. Our 

experimentations and observations have shown that AHP and cumulative voting are best 

existing techniques for linear and iterative models respectively. However, AHP being a 

time consuming and purely statistical technique needs certain improvements. On the 

other hand, cumulative voting is very costly and has the margin of bias and error due to 

total dependence on human experience. Apart from these shortcomings, the aspect of 

automation also demands certain attention. All these techniques are either statistical or 

human based. In order to be more reliability and flexibility in our requirement 

prioritization mechanism, we need to develop a computer based approach which can 

prioritize requirements to a large extent on its own. Keeping all of these observations in 

mind as we applied all the above mentioned techniques, we conceptualized and 

implemented a fuzzy logic based intelligent requirement prioritization approach. In the 

following sub-section, we briefly describe our requirement prioritization technique. After 
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that, we shall present our experimental results comparing the performance of all existing 

as well as new technique. 

6.4.2 Experimental Results for Requirement Prioritization Techniques 

The theoretical analysis that we have presented in section 6.4.1 is based upon the 

application of these techniques as well as our proposed technique. The experiments were 

conducted on ten different projects. These projects were ongoing university level 

projects. Some of these projects were sub-contracted from industry while some others 

were government sponsored projects. These projects were carefully selected to represent 

the vast spectrum of different natures of requirements. The brief description of all of 

these selected projects is given in table 6.4. All nine requirement prioritization techniques 

presented in section 6.2 as well as proposed technique presented in section 6.3 were 

applied on all of these techniques. The utility of each technique was determined by the 

degree of success in accurate requirement prioritization determined by a panel of experts 

at the completion of the project. Selection criterion description is as follows: 

Process Model: As we have described earlier, the process model has significant bearing 

on the success or failure of selected process model. The major factor to consider in 

process model for requirement prioritization is whether the process model is linear or 

iterative in its nature. After careful analysis we selected Mobile Business Intelligent Tool 

as the project which was developed in iterative fashion while ALIF was selected for 

linear development model. 

Level of Ambiguity: A couple of projects were selected on the basis of degree of 

ambiguity in their requirements posed by various stakeholders. This was aimed at 

determining the efficiency of various techniques in the presence of high ambiguity 

requirements as well as when the requirements are very clear and formal. Sign Language 

Recognition and Interpretation was selected as a project which had a high degree of 

ambiguous and faulty requirements whereas Semantic Web Based Clinical Decision 

Support System had high degree of precision and clarity in its requirements. 

Requirements Fluidity: Most of the times we are faced with situations where 

requirements are highly fluid. Requirements change too often. Many creeping 

requirements emerge during the development process. Sometimes existing requirements 
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lose their relevance or simply cease to exist. This affects the overall quality of 

requirement prioritization. We selected a representative project titled “Content Based 

Image Retrieval System” which had highly fluid requirements while another project 

“beyond RADIX” was selected due to low degree of fluidity in its requirements. 

Stakeholders: Number of stakeholders and their degree of involvement in the project 

also impacts the overall requirement prioritization effort. We selected “site management 

system” as a project which had few stakeholders but their involvement in the project was 

high. On the other hand “i Pakistan Sign Language” was selected as a representative 

project where several stakeholders are involved and their involvement in the project is 

significantly low. 

Table 6-4: Selected projects and selection criteria 

Project # Project Name Project Acronym Selection Criteria 

1 
Mobile Business 

Intelligent tool  

MBIT Iterative development 

2 
Academic Learning and 

Information Framework 

ALIF Linear Development 

3 

Sign Language 

Recognition and 

Interpretation  

SLR Ambiguous 

Requirements 

4 

Semantic Web Based 

Clinical Decision 

Support System 

semclin DSS Clear and Formal 

requirements 

5 
Beyond RADIX  BRADIX Low fluidity 

requirements 

6 
Content Based Image 

Retrieval System  

CIRS High fluidity 

requirements 

7 
Intelligent Site 

Management System 

ISM Few stakeholders, 

High Commitments 

8 
i Pakistan Sign 

Language 

iPSL Several Stakeholders, 

Low to Medium 
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Commitment 

9 
Semantic Bees SeBe High Project 

Constraints 

10 
IMS Intrusion Detection 

System  

IIDS Relaxed Project 

Constraints 

Project Constraints: Project constraints (time, budget, human resource etc.) have a high 

impact on determining the utility of any requirement prioritization technique. We selected 

two project constraints for our experimentation. These were budget and schedule. Based 

on this criteria, semantic bees was selected as project which had high constraints (low 

budget and tight schedule) whereas “IMS Intrusion Detection System” was selected as 

project with low constraints (ample budget and sufficient time for scheduling) 

The experiments were conducted on two different levels. On first level, the techniques 

were applied on different projects to determine their degree of success in precise 

prioritization under different environments. The results have been shown in figures 6.3, 

6.4 and 6.5 respectively. Major findings as highlighted in figure 3 were as follows: 

• Project 1 and 2 were selected to determine the performance of various 

techniques on projects that follow iterative and linear process models 

respectively. The results have shown that intelligent requirement prioritization 

was able to best prioritize requirements when iterative model was adopted and 

it was followed by cumulative voting. In case of linear model, intelligent 

requirement prioritization, AHP and theory W yielded best results with 

intelligent requirement prioritization able to  
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(a) Success in Prioritization achieved for different process models 

 
(b) Success ratio achieved for two projects with varying degree of requirement 

clarity 

 
(c) Success ratio achieved for two projects with different level of requirement 

change 

 
(d) Success ratio for two projects with varying number of stakeholders and their 

commitment 
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(e) Success ratio achieved for two projects with different level of constraints i.e. 

budget, time etc. 

Figure 6-4 Experimental Evaluation Results of Various Prioritization Techniques 

 

accurately prioritize more than 90 percent of the requirements. The reason for theory 

W not performing better in case of iterative development was that with every 

iteration, the degree of involvement of stakeholders reduced so many ambiguities 

were introduced in later stages. On the whole, it was observed that quality of all 

techniques deteriorated in iterative development model. Overall intelligent 

requirement prioritization techniques performed better and more consistently in both 

kinds of process models. 

 

• Project 3 and 4 were put to test with special emphasis on degree of clarity of 

requirements. It was observed that in case of project 3, where requirements were 

highly ambiguous, all the techniques delivered relatively poor prioritization results. 

Many of the well established techniques showed around 50% of error. The better 

performing techniques in this case were cumulative voting, Wieger method and 

intelligent requirement prioritization techniques. However, theory W performed the 

best in this case with 68% accurate prioritization. The success of Theory W, 

cumulative voting as well as intelligent requirement prioritization can be attributed to 

the wise and meaningful utilization of end users and customers in an environment 

where perhaps customers themselves can better understand their given requirements. 

Similar techniques exhibit leading results in case of project 4 where requirements are 

much clear and formally written. However, it is interesting to note that precision and  
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Figure 6-5 Performance Comparison of Leading Prioritization Techniques 

 

formality in requirement specifications can significantly increase the accuracy of 

requirement prioritization (90% for project 4 against 60% for project three in the case 

of intelligent requirement prioritization). Overall, intelligent requirement 

prioritization showed much better results than almost all techniques for project 3 and 

4. 

• Project 5 and 6 dealt with degree of change of requirements during the course of 

project execution. It was observed that in case of project 5, where degree of change in 

requirements was very low, almost all the leading techniques showed very good 

results with theory W achieving 90% accurate prioritization. Many other leading 

techniques like AHP, cumulative voting, Wieger method and intelligent requirement 

prioritization were also able to achieve 85% or more accurate prioritization. Project 6 

was a project with higher degree of change in project requirements. The results 

degraded for all of these leading techniques except for intelligent requirement 

prioritization. In fact intelligent requirement prioritization was able to prioritize 

requirements to a degree of 88 percent accuracy which is quite impressive. This was 

due to multilayer nature of intelligent requirement prioritization technique which 

involved stakeholders, experts and fuzzy logic at the same time. The resultant 

prioritization exhibited more farsightedness and degree of anticipation of change than 

all other techniques. 
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• Project 7 and 8 experimented with degree of involvement of stakeholders. Intelligent 

requirement prioritization achieved above 90% accuracy for project 7 which was 

much better than all other techniques. High commitment of stakeholders was 

instrumental in achieving these results. Theory W also exhibited impressive results by 

achieving 80% accuracy. In case of project 8 where level of commitment of 

stakeholders was low, the quality of prioritization achieved by all techniques 

degraded. Intelligent requirement prioritization achieved 73% accuracy followed by 

AHP which achieved 69%. Better performance on intelligent requirement 

prioritization was due to the fact that its prioritization mechanism did not rely too 

heavily on stakeholders. It used experts and fuzzy logic as well to achieve 

prioritization. AHP also showed better results than other techniques because it was a 

statistical method with very low reliance on stakeholder’s opinion. The experimental 

results substantiated the fact that in several cases lack of proper involvement of 

stakeholders can actually degrade the quality of end product. 

• The last two projects were used for experimentation to determine the impact of 

project constraints on the accuracy of prioritization. The results have shown that 

intelligent requirement prioritization was able to prioritize requirements accurately to 

a degree of more than 80% in both the cases. Prioritization techniques yielded better 

results on the whole in the case of relaxed project constraints. In case of high 

constraints, all techniques showed relatively poor performance as compared to 

intelligent requirement prioritization. However, when the project teams were allowed 

to work in a relaxed environment, the performance and accuracy of all prioritization 

techniques improved considerably. 
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Figure 6-6: Empirical Evaluation of Prioritization Techniques 

 

The comparative analysis of leading techniques is shown in figure 6.4. As the results 

show, in most of the environment, intelligent requirement prioritization was able to 

perform better than any other requirement prioritization. We have created a profiling of 

various requirement prioritization approaches based on our experimentation. The brief 

profile of these techniques is given in table 6.5. 

Another evaluation of all techniques was conducted from the perspective of time 

consumed, average cost, precision, and consistency. A brief measurement criterion for all 

these four parameters is: 

Average Time Consumed: The time consumed for prioritization was measured in 

Person Hours scheme. Person Hours for each project were calculated based on time 

consumed during prioritization activity. Later person hours of all projects were summed 

and divided by total number of projects measured using respective prioritization 

technique. This gave us the average time consumed for requirement prioritization using 

any specific prioritization technique. 

Average Cost Consumed: Average cost consumed for prioritization was a relatively 

simpler measure. In this metric, the average person hours for prioritization using any 

specific technique (already calculated) were multiplied with average cost/person hour for 

all the projects. This gave us the average cost consumed for any prioritization technique. 

Average Precision: This metric represented the degree of correctness in predicted 

prioritization as the projects completed. At the completion of project, a walkthrough of 
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the delivered product was conducted by domain experts and end users. After the 

walkthrough, they determined the degree to which the project actually met the needs of 

the users and how many requirements/features needed to be incorporated in the software 

which was deemed insignificant by prioritization scheme. The requirements omitted by 

prioritization technique but considered significant by customers at the end of 

development represented fall in precision of any prioritization technique. Lower the fall, 

better the precision of prioritization technique. The precisions achieved for all the 

projects were subsequently averaged out. 

Average Consistency: This metric was applied on only those projects which were 

developed using incremental or iterative methodology. The degree of change in 

prioritized requirements after every iteration represented the overall consistency. In ideal 

scenario, the high priority requirements should not change their position as the software 

goes through several iterations. If degree of change across iterations is high, the 

consistency is lower and vice versa. In our metric, percentage share of requirements 

changing their position by more than five percent out of all requirements were taken as 

loss of consistency. The consistency of all projects was calculated and later averaged out. 

The results have been graphically represented in figure 6.5. The results clearly 

demonstrate that intelligent requirement prioritization techniques is less time consuming 

with more precision and consistency than any other requirement prioritization technique. 

However it is more expensive than some other techniques owing to the fact that 

stakeholders and experts are involved in first and second level prioritization. When the 

increase in cost is viewed in conjunction with other factors, the overall cost increase is 

quite negligible. 

As was mentioned earlier, this evaluation exercise was conducted on a limited number of 

projects and was on academic basis. The need is to apply all these techniques on 

industrial level in future and to gather data accordingly. This can further improve 

visibility into the working and performance of these techniques. At the same time, a more 

comprehensive evaluation and profiling can be generated. 
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Table 6-5: Requirement Prioritization techniques profile 

Technique name Description 

AHP Better results when used in linear development model, 

low fluidity in requirements and less constrained projects. 

Not suitable iterative model and ambiguous requirements 

Cumulative Voting Works good in all the environments where end users and 

stakeholders involvement is vital. Better than other 

techniques when requirements are ambiguous. 

Numerical Assignment This technique is not recommended except for the 

situation when there is a low degree of change in the 

requirements. However, many techniques outperform 

numerical assignment in this situation as well. 

Ranking Only marginally effective when using linear development 

model. In all other situations, the performance of this 

technique is much lower than most other approached. 

Top Ten Requirements Partially effective when there is low degree of change in 

requirements. Many other techniques perform much 

better than this approach in most situations. 

Theory W The best among currently established approaches. Work 

better than any other technique currently in practice. 

Performance of the prioritization slightly deteriorates in 

iterative development model and when project constraints 

are too high. 

Planning Game Not an affective prioritization approach. Yields relatively 

better results when requirement specifications are very 

clear. 
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Requirement Triage A new technique with encouraging results in various 

situations. Best suited when requirement specifications 

are very clear and there is low degree of change in these 

requirements. However, some other techniques like 

Theory W and Intelligent Requirement Prioritization 

perform better. 

Wieger Method Another such technique which yields better prioritization 

when requirements are clearly specified and there is low 

degree of change. Not much effective in other situations. 

The application of this technique needs to be further 

studied as it offers several new areas of applications. 

Intelligent Requirement 

Prioritization 

The best performing technique in almost all situations. 

Only other technique to generate comparative results is 

theory W. The only situation when quality of 

prioritization is less than satisfactory is when 

requirements specifications are not very clear. 

 

The technique proposed above is the most significant achievement of this thesis. We have shown 

that two major benefits of this technique are (1) its multifaceted nature where its works at the 

level of user, expert and fuzzy logic component and (2) its ability to deliver consistent and 

qualitatively superior results in different organizational environments and process models. We 

are actively in the process of further updating this technique and as of now, we are in the process 

of adding an intelligent requirement classification module to make our prioritization more 

reliable. 

Another important area of experimentation which needs to be conducted in near future is to 

evaluate the interplay of various factors within one software product and based on all the factors 

within one single project, perform experimentation. In this thesis, we have used single projects as 

benchmark representations of one most evident quality such as “process model”, “requirement 
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clarity”, stakeholder’s commitment” etc while considering all other factors as neutral. In future, 

all these factors need to be studied in unison to see how change in one of these factors affects 

others within the same project. The reason not to perform such experimentation was that at this 

early stage of proposing a new scheme of requirement prioritization, such extensive 

experimentation in which not only prioritization is being performed but also the interplay of 

various factors is being observed was beyond the means and sources of researcher. 

6.5 Summary 

Requirement prioritization is one important activity of requirement engineering phase in 

software development. There are various requirement prioritization techniques in literature and 

practice. However, no significant comparative evaluation of these techniques has been made so 

far. In this chapter, a new intelligent requirement prioritization technique has been described. 

This new technique for requirement prioritization is based on fuzzy logic and is a multilevel 

approach. In this technique, stakeholders, experts and fuzzy logic based system perform separate 

prioritizations at three different levels. A comparative analysis based on experimental results 

conducted on several projects has also been presented. This analysis shows that in almost all 

different environments, intelligent requirement prioritization is able to exhibit better and 

impressive results. 
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Chapter 7: Fuzzy Driven Intelligent Valuation 

Assessment Process  

 

Software valuation is mainly concerned with determining the actual value of software products 

or services. As mentioned in earlier chapters, traditional definitions of value are not sufficient to 

describe a complex entity like software. Similar is the case with software valuation. A lot of 

discussion has been made on the value of software [134, 144]. Several studies highlight the 

concern that organizations are having about establishing value for the software being developed, 

acquired or purchased by them [145, 146, 147]. Traditionally, various statistical and economic 

measures such as payback ratio, return over investment etc. have been employed in this aspect. 

However, such mechanisms only cater to monetary value of software. That forced software 

engineers to devise mechanisms such as COCOMO and its variants to determine a more realistic 

value of software. As we have proposed a new definition of value, we also propose a new 

efficient mechanism for software valuation which takes into account various interrelated 

phenomenon that work towards establishing real value of software. This fuzzy logic driven 

intelligent valuation process is called Valuation Assessment Process (VAP). 

7.1 Literature Review  

Traditionally, software economics has relied heavily of estimating the cost. For example, 

COCOMO II calculates the overall effort of a software project through using this equation. 

Effort = (Personnel) (Environment) (Quality) (Size Process)     (5) 

According to Patrick McKenna, this equation captures certain key factors and delivers an 

estimate of the effort required for software project [86]. These equations have been mainstay of 

many researchers like those working with IBM’s Rational. However, these researches and 

applications have only covered the cost side of this whole software economics [86]. The value 
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side of this whole process has been covered with the help of VBSE by Barry and several 

researchers who have worked on it.  

Many valuation techniques can be found in literature. Though originating from economics, these 

are equally applicable in the field of software engineering. Many of these techniques have been 

widely used for valuation purpose of software projects quite effectively. One major valuation 

technique is return on investment (ROI). Value can be directly calculated using ROI technique 

which determines time to payback [86]. Net Present Value (NPV) is another major valuation 

technique which measures the profitability and hence value of the product according to certain 

statistical techniques. Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is used in capital budgeting and has been a 

favorite technique for valuating software projects for quite some time now. Sensitivity analysis is 

actually performed to show what kind of uncertainties can have serious affect on the value of 

software product. It has proven to be a good mechanism to show the credibility of value model 

and the predictions made in this regard. Monte Carlo simulation method for valuation of 

software product uses random numbers and probabilistic approach to generate multiple possible 

scenarios and establishing value of the product according to probabilities of these scenarios. 

Final result of this simulation is the product’s value which can be quite impressive provided 

sufficient data and a realistic model is used to run the simulation [86]. Renkema en Berghout 

[143] studied several valuation methods and then categorized them in the following classification 

mechanism. 

Financial Methods: These are traditional economic investment valuation methods. Several 

techniques fall in this category which include Internal Rate of Return, Return on Investment, Net 

Present Value etc. The main strengths of these techniques include ease of use, ease of 

interpretation and based on cash flows. However, these techniques present several limitations as 

well. Limitations include pure financial sense, risk ignorance, over simplicity etc. Each of the 

techniques present in this category has its own unique strengths and limitations. When we use 

these classical methods to valuate software, several problems arise due to unique nature of 

software products and services. Especially when talking of software, most of the variables are in 

a state of flux and technique to be suitable for valuation needs to demonstrate flexibility which is 

lacking in this category. 

Advanced Financial Methods: Trigeorgis presented Real Options Valuation [135] technique in 

1996.  In this approach, an additional “flexibility” value was used on the top of NPV in order to 
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cater to fluid nature of product. It was a significant development for software valuation as it 

provided a means to accommodate change in the value as software specifications changed due to 

constraints. Another development made in the context of valuation which was significant from 

the software perspective was the notion that software valuation not only depends upon the 

decisions made by organization itself but also by the market in which the organization operates. 

“Grab the Dollar” game [136] utilized the same phenomenon when valuation ended negatively if 

several investments were made simultaneously. This is also a critical dimension of software 

industry so this technique was also quite useful. 

The main drawback of these techniques was their difficulty to apply and understand in real 

world. It was observed that in order to tackle uncertainty, these valuation schemes presented 

several valuations. This was a significant limitation which hampered their full utilization in 

software industry. 

Multi-Criteria Methods: These techniques applied the principle of applying various aspects of 

value and risk to enable a thorough and informed discussion [137]. Information Economics [138] 

is considered to be the most significant method in this domain. It uses a step by step valuation 

mechanism and is quite suitable for a single software product as well as a complete product 

domain. This technique has proved its utility is software economics and today several techniques 

are modeled along the same lines. 

Ratio Method: Using this kind of techniques is different from previously mentioned approaches 

as this approach work to find an acceptable cost model for the whole organization and not just 

one software product individually. A famous researcher and business person Paul Strassman 

worked extensively on this class of valuation methods. One of his astonishing discoveries made 

in this connection was that investment and consequently value of a software organization is not a 

result of its investment decisions but its bureaucratic characteristics [139]. This technique though 

highly valuable is unable to valuate individual software. However, using this technique, we can 

make more intelligent decisions regarding our investment in any new software project. 

Portfolio Methods: Mcfarlen is the proponent of these methods as he suggested [140] to analyze 

the value of software in terms of risks and revenues using portfolio theory. Portfolio theory [141] 

was floated by Markowitz in 1952. The aim of applying this valuation mechanism was to bring 

transparency into IT and software operations. However, the issue of scalability badly affected its 

true potential in software domain. The main problem of applying this set of techniques was the 
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glaring difference between financial investment and software investment approach. Yet this 

technique is useful to gain a good insight about any new software product [142].   

As we look at these techniques, we find that first of all, all of these techniques derive value of 

software product primarily based on its monetary returns. Apart from multi-criteria method, none 

of the approaches makes nature of software, requirements, strategic interest and risk as a 

structured part of software valuation mechanism. However, we know by now that ultimate value 

of any software product or service is the degree of requirements (both needs and constraints) that 

software product has been able to meet. The need is to develop such a realistic valuation 

methodology which establishes value of software while keeping these matters into consideration 

as well. 

7.2 Value Assignment Process (VAP) 

In this section, we propose a new value assignment process for software products and services 

which can help in better evaluating them and establishing their worth. The proposed method is 

derived conceptually from multi-criteria approach. Several considerations have been 

systematically incorporated in the valuation method. The distinctive feature of proposed method 

is that for the first time, intelligent requirement prioritization has been included in the valuation 

structure to study the impact of requirements and their degree of fulfillment on the overall 

valuation process.  

The process as illustrated in figure 7.1 has “value of the software product” as its final output. 

This output is determined through application of four artifacts which interact with each other in a 

systematic way to achieve this output. These four artifacts are (1) stakeholder’s prioritized 

requirements (2) market fundamental value (3) development, maintenance and operational 

cost/benefit and (4) quality constraints. The diagram also illustrates the processes for (1) and (2) 

as well as the quality constraints (4). Development, maintenance and operational cost/benefit can 

be determined through prevalent estimation techniques such as COCOMO I and II and thus we 

have excluded their detail. In the following lines we shall elaborate on these processes briefly to 

demonstrate their working. 

VAP requires establishment of a committee of expert to judge the value of a software product or 

service. This committee should be composed of experts in the domains of Requirement 
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Engineering, Economics and Quality Assurance. This committee is tasked with performing all 

the four processes and based on the results acquired; establishes the actual value of the product.  

7.2.1 Stakeholder Requirement Prioritization Process 

In chapter 6, we had proposed a new process for establishing requirements of software 

product or service and prioritizing them w.r.t. their value. The stakeholder prioritization 

process is demonstrated through the figure 7.1 section d. The process flow of this step is 

elaborated in figure 7.2.This process is borrowed from the first stage of value based 

intelligent requirement prioritization. The process has already been elaborated in section 

6.4.1 and 6.4.2. As highlighted in section 6.4 as well, the main theme of this process is 

establishment of requirement prioritization using requirement value (RV). Requirement 

value for each requirement is established independently for each requirement by 

determining each requirements “requirement classification factor” (RCF). The degree of 

presence or absence of these RCFs can enhance or lower the ultimate value of 

requirement.  

 can be defined as “one factor whose degree of presence or absence in a requirement 

can have a direct bearing on its value.  The process works exactly as it worked in the first 

and second stage of intelligent requirement prioritization. At the completion of this, we 

have a complete unified list of requirements in their prioritized order and a prioritized list 

of stakeholders.  

7.2.2 Market Fundamental Value 

The process of determining market fundamental value is based on economical and 

financial relevance of the software product or service. This process also needs the help of 

experts who study the product of five parameters. These include 

• Utility This parameter determines the usefulness of the product to the existing and 

future users. It also determines the relevance of feature that the proposed software 

incorporates and their capability to capture the users. Through this parameter we 

judge the capability of the product in solving the problems already present or 

those which can be foreseen to take place during the lifetime of the product. 

iRCF
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• Innovation The process of innovations is based on a market survey approach 

which tries to identify the features of existing products or services in the same 

domain as proposed software and tries to determine the degree of innovation in 

functionality and features that new software offers. 

• Credibility This parameter is based on the previous performance of the 

developer’s and their organization. To evaluate this parameter, experts take into 

account the previous products or services developed by them (with particular 

emphasis on the products of similar domain), degree of success of the 

organization, customer’s satisfaction and records of errors and maintenance. 

Through this parameter, experts try to determine the degree to which the 

customers are willing to avail the product or service based on the credibility of 

developers. 

• Application Domain This specific parameter establishes the market value of 

proposed product or service based on the worth of products or services already 

present in the market. 

• Return on Investment This parameter is also purely economical in its nature and 

derives its conclusions based on historic records. ROI is calculated with the help 

of already prevalent techniques and the result is used to determine the market 

value of product. 
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(a). Value Assignment Process for SW products and 

Services 

 

 

 

 

                                       

(b). Market Fundamental Value                    (c). Quality Constraints 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Quality of Process 

2. Maturity of Process 

3. Compliance with standards 

4. Certifications 

5. Quality of Human Resource      

6. etc 

“Value” of Software 

Product or Service

Stakeholder’s Prioritized 

Requirements

Market Fundamental Value Quality Constraints 

Development, Maintenance 

and Operational Cost/Benefit

Utility

Innovation

Application 

Domain

Credibility
Return on 

Investment

Market 

Fundamental Value

Value Based 

Stakeholder 

Stakeholder n 

Stakeholder 1 Stakeholder 1’s 

Requirements

Stakeholder n’s 

Requirements

Value Based 

Requirements 

Stakeholder’s Prioritized 

Requirements

Figure 7-1 Process” is illustrated in (a) along with its three artifacts i.e. Market 
Fundamental Value (b), Quality Constraints (c) and Stakeholder’s Prioritized 

Requirements (d) 
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7.2.3 Quality Constraints 

Quality constraints on the proposed software are established following standards software 

quality assurance procedures. The related information against these quality constraints 

are gathered and finalized after proper reviews. Once, the quality constraints are 

finalized, these are sent to the value assignment process. 

As mentioned earlier, development, maintenance and operational cost/benefit is 

calculated through standard estimation techniques such as COCOMO I and II or any 

other suitable approach. At the culmination of all of these processes, the resultant 

 

Start 

 Identify Stakeholders requirements 

  Identify Stakeholders 

  Elicit requirements 

  Perform Requirement Engineering 

 Perform Stakeholder Requirement Prioritization 

  Convene Experts 

  Execute Value Based Stakeholder Prioritization 

  Execute Value Based Requirement Prioritization 

   Calculate Requirement Classification Factors 

(RCFs) 

   Establish Requirement Value 

   Prioritize requirements 

  Generate Stakeholder’s Prioritized Requirements 

Deliver Stakeholder’s Prioritized Requirements to software 

Figure 7-2: Stakeholder’s Prioritized Requirements Process 
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artifacts are sent to the committee assigned with the task of “value assignment”. This 

results in establishing a value for the software product or service. 

It is also evident from this above description that the proposed approach is an attempt at 

hybridization of various existing interpretations and definitions of value with proposed 

definition to determine a more realistic value of software product or service. We have 

applied the proposed definition of value in “stakeholder’s prioritized requirements” as 

well as through incorporation of quality constraints. One the other hand, “market value” 

and “development, maintenance and operational cost/benefit” are two such artifacts 

which bank on classical definitions of value. Through this hybridized approach we have 

tried to show the scope of this new definition on one hand and the possibility of assigning 

better value to any software on the other hand. 

7.3 Experimental Evaluation 

To evaluate our valuation process we have used case study presented in [15]. The case study 

presented functional requirements of a library management system. The functional requirements 

are given in table 7.1. In order to determine the effectiveness of our valuation process, we 

implemented the project at university level as a final year project. Before starting the execution 

of project, we prioritized requirements using our proposed value based intelligent requirement 

prioritization mechanism. The sample list of prioritized requirements is shown in table 7.2. The 

project constraints have been presented in table 7.5. 

Based on the project description given above, we used our proposed valuation technique to 

establish value for our developed library management system. It was essential to determine the 

market values of existing library management systems before final valuation process. A market 

survey was conducted which found that commercially available library management systems 

were normally small size products which could further be divided into two categories. Free 

software which was mostly outcome of research projects and their quality varied greatly. 

Commercial software was with price usually in the range of 50 to 500 US dollars. The prices 

were collected to establish baseline market fundamentals for our product. The domain analysis 

team divided the price range of this domain into three divisions. These include: 
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Low value products: The price range of these products is usually between $50 and $95. Some 

free products also fall in this category. 

Medium Value products: Price range for this category is between $95 and $200. Surprisingly 

majority of free products fall in this category. The products offer a better GUI and structured 

approach. 

High Value products: the price range for these products was between $200 and above. Very 

few commercial products were found in this range. Innovation, support and integration were 

found to be main strengths of these products. 

The valuation process started at the completion of the product. The first step was to see the 

degree to which stakeholder’s prioritized requirements were met in the final product. Analysis 

showed that several of high priority/critical requirements were met completely to the satisfaction 

of stakeholders. However few moderate and minor requirements were incomplete. Detailed 

completion of all requirements is shown in figure 16 with the help of color matrix scheme. 

Overall analysis of the requirements completion study showed that more than 80% of the 

requirements were completed successfully. The stakeholders were completely satisfied with 

implementation of highly important and critical requirements except for requirement R4 which 

needed immediate improvement. However, it was observed that some of the requirements in the 

low priority requirements needed immediate improvements as those were not met completely. 

Overall it was observed that at the end of the project, the ultimate product had satisfied the 

expectations of stakeholders on a larger extent and stakeholders were willing to use and employ 

this product. This fact enhanced the overall value of the product. 

It was also observed that none of the requirements present in the product added any kind of 

unique value to the existing application domain. This established that no escalation in value of 

this product is possible since it offer no new or novel functionalities on account of its 

requirements. The results and findings of this step were properly documented and maintained for 

the ultimate decision about valuation of the product. 
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R1. Lend a copy of a book. 

R2. Return a copy of a book. 

R3. Renew a copy of a book. 

R4. Reserve a book. 

R5. Cancel a reservation for a book. 

R6. Add a user of the library. 

R7. Remove a user of the library. 

R8. Modify the information of a user. 

R9. Add a copy of a book to the library. 

R10. Remove a copy of a book from the library. 

R11. Remove all copies of a book from the library. 

R12. Get a list of books in the library by title. 

R13. Get a list of books in the library by author. 

R14. Get a list of books in the library by publisher. 

R15. Find out what books are currently checked out by 

a user. 

R16. Get a list of users by address. 

R17. Get a list of users by name. 

R18. Find out all the reservations made by a user. 

R19. Remind a user his/her lent book is overdue. 

R20. When a book is overdue, automatically remind 

the user who has lent the book. 

R21. Find out the total number of library users. 

Table 7-1: List of Functional requirements 
for Library Managements System 
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Based on these findings, the project was considered to be low to medium by experts during 

initial valuation process. 

Critical 

R1. Reserve a book. 

R2. Remove all copies of a book from the library 

R3. Find out what books are currently checked 

out by a user. 

R4. Remove a user of the library 

R5. Lend a copy of a book 

High Priority 

R6. Modify the information of a user 

R7. Renew a copy of a book. 

R8. Add a copy of a book to the library 

R9. Return a copy of a book 

R10. Add a user of the library 

Medium Priority 

R11. Find out all the reservations made by a 

user. 

R12. Remind a user his/her lent book is overdue. 

R13. When a book is overdue, automatically 

remind the user who has lent the book. 

Low Priority 

R14. Get a list of users by name. 

R15. Find out the total number of library users. 

R16. Get a list of books in the library by title. 

R17. Cancel a reservation for a book. 

R18. Remove a copy of a book from the library. 

R19. Get a list of users by address. 

Nice to Have 

R20. Get a list of books in the library by author. 

R21. Get a list of books in the library by 

publisher. 

Critical 

R1. Reserve a book. 

R2. Add a user of the library 

R3. Remove a user of the library 

R4. Add a copy of a book to the library 

High Priority 

R5. Modify the information of a user 

R6. Remove all copies of a book from the library 

R7. Renew a copy of a book. 

R8. Lend a copy of a book 

R9. Return a copy of a book 

R10. Find out what books are currently checked 

out by a user. 

Medium Priority 

R11. Find out all the reservations made by a 

user. 

R12. Remind a user his/her lent book is overdue. 

R13. When a book is overdue, automatically 

remind the user who has lent the book. 

Low Priority 

R14. Get a list of users by name. 

R15. Find out the total number of library users. 

R16. Get a list of books in the library by title. 

R17. Cancel a reservation for a book. 

R18. Remove a copy of a book from the library. 

R19. Get a list of users by address. 

Nice to Have 

R20. Get a list of books in the library by author. 

R21. Get a list of books in the library by 

publisher. 

Table 7-2: Expert based Prioritized list 
of requirements 

Table 7-3: Advanced VIRP using value 
based intelligent prioritized list 
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After establishing the value range of the product, the valuation process started in its earnest. The 

first step in this valuation process was to establish market fundamental value for this product. 

This would work as baseline for adjusting the overall value of the product upward or downward. 

The market fundamental value of the product was calculated by experts to be $ 165 on the 

following pretext: 

 

Table 7-4: Library Management System Description 

Project Heads Description 

Project Name Library Management System 

Project Duration 400 work hours 

Project Domain Academic Management Systems 

Project Cost US $ 3000 

Human Resource 1 Project manager, 2 team managers, 5 developers, 1 network administrator, 

1 support staff 

Process model Prototyping process model was followed 

Stakeholder 

Profile 

Distributed, Multiple, Low to Medium degree of commitment, Medium 

awareness 

 

• The utility of the product was set on very high. It was observed that developed product 

would contain all standard features of the domain while maintaining high standards of 

development. The re-usability, inter-operability, reliability and security of the product 

were determined to be of standard quality. The product was found to belong to a domain 

which offered a vast consumer base and an appetite for new products as the domain was 

recently opening up to the concepts of automation. The product had considerably good 

ROI as well but it was not of the best standard that other existing products of the same 

domain offered. However, the fundamental value was not very high due to the fact that it 

was anew product and market uncertainty regarding this product’s future was quite high. 

• It was found that non-functional requirements and quality constraints applicable on the 

product were in compliance with international quality standards. Though product 

development process did not comply officially with any international standard however, 
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the internal quality assurance mechanisms were quite stringent which ensured that quality 

control for both product and process was implemented in letter and spirit. The product’s 

security, reliability, inter-operability, performance and documentation were found to meet 

or exceed the expectations of stakeholders. However efficiency, consistency and re-

usability were slightly less than requirements (the highest deviation was calculated to be 

at 6% in the case of efficiency). Overall the final product met the quality constraints 

imposed on it satisfactorily. 

• The product accomplished all its functional requirements except one to the extent of 70% 

or above. In case of critical requirements, all except R4 achieved more than 95% 

completion except R4. Similarly all high priority requirements were completed more than 

85%. This was considered very favorably by all stakeholders. This factor contributed in 

enhancing the prestige and the ultimate value of the product as well. 

• The cost benefit analysis for the product was conducted which showed that product had 

along term potential with a consistent clientele. The analysis also showed a steady 

increase in the customer base of the product if the development, maintenance and 

enhancement processes maintained their current quality. The cost benefit analysis also 

showed a healthy appreciation in the benefit of the product in real economic terms. 

These were the four parameters which this proposed Valuation Assessment Process (VAP) 

employed to gather data for setting value for this new product. On successful completion of all 

these four stages, the expert committee comprising of domain experts, economics experts, 

market/product strategist and representatives of all stakeholders was convened. The committee 

after evaluating and analyzing all the findings decided that product offered sufficient potential 

for its value to be adjusted upwards. However, keeping in mind certain limitations, the upward 

adjustment was capped slightly. The final agreed upon trial value in monetary terms was set on $ 

199. In qualitative sense, the value of the product was elevated from the “medium value product” 

to “medium to high value product”.  
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Req. No. %age Complete
R1 94
R2 97
R3 100
R4 81
R5 93
R6 89
R7 95
R8 93
R9 86
R10 88
R11 89
R12 87
R13 84
R14 78
R15 84
R16 83
R17 70
R18 72
R19 67
R20 90
R21 83  

Req. No. %age Complete
R1 91
R2 93
R3 72
R4 84
R5 92
R6 86
R7 90
R8 81
R9 88
R10 80
R11 89
R12 87
R13 88
R14 72
R15 80
R16 76
R17 73
R18 77
R19 60
R20 80
R21 80  

(a) (b) 

7.3.1  

Figure 7-3 Requirement Completions statistics for Library Management System using 
Advanced VAP based on intelligent requirement Prioritization (A) and basic expert based 

prioritization (b) 

At the same time, the second exercise was conducted where only monetary techniques were 

applied to establish value of the product. Return on Investment, Net Present Value and Internal 

Rate of Return were used to separately determine the value of the product. The final consensus 

value of these three techniques was statistically determined to be $215. In this way a deviation of 

approximately 7% was observed between the value of software established using VAP on one 

hand and traditional approaches on the other hand. 

The reason behind using this case study for experimentation was that it is a standard case study 

which has previously been used in some of the leading requirement engineering related 

researches. It is also evident that performing two sets of experiments in the form of software 

development on one single set of requirements is not devoid of drawbacks. One major drawback 

is potential margin of error that may get unnoticed due to duplication of efforts. However, one 

needs to remember that this experimentation was not aimed at proving the correctness or 

otherwise of our intelligent requirement prioritization technique or valuation assessment process. 
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The core contribution of this thesis is proposal, development, and experimentation with a novel 

value based intelligent requirement prioritization technique. The validity of requirement 

prioritization scheme was already established in the previous chapter. The proposed valuation 

assessment process was aimed at demonstrating one potential application area of proposed 

requirement prioritization (there may well be several other application areas). The researchers 

intend to further work on proposed valuation technique in future and perform extensive 

experimentation establish it as another full-fledged separate technique whose authenticity may 

fully be established by then. 

Another major limitation of experimentation performed was lack of sufficiently viable 

experimental design. The experiments performed were not ad hoc in their nature but the element 

of rigor and formalism was lacking and will be further enhanced in future researches. The 

experiments were not performed over several iterations by different groups of engineers and 

statistical data of variance in results is lacking. However, the evidence gathered was strong 

enough to establish the credibility of proposed scheme. It is also important to note that the thesis 

centers around investigation and proposal of anew, intelligent and automated requirement 

prioritization technique. Enhancing the degree of accuracy and area of application are the future 

offshoots of research performed yet both have adequately been met in this thesis. 

Two sample prospective customer sets were identified using random sampling technique. One 

group was offered the product at $ 195 with a 5% margin of negotiation. The second group was 

offered the same product at $215 with same margin of negotiation. The feedback analysis of the 

product offering showed that approximately 74% of the approached customers showed very 

favorable response at this price for this quality of product. Approximately 19% were willing to 

acquire the product if negotiation margin was fully availed towards lowering the price. Only 7% 

of the customers were unwilling to buy this product at this price. 

From the second sample it was observed that only 48% of approached clients were willing to buy 

the product at offered terms and conditions (including price). Approximately 20% of the sample 

was willing to consider buying option if negotiation margin was fully availed towards lowering 

the price. 8% of the respondents wanted approximately 10% to 15% reduction in the price of the 

product for considering the product. Approximately 25% percent of sample refused to consider 

the offer altogether owing mainly to the steeply high cost of the product whereas 8% did not 

respond at all. 
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The primary evaluation of these results showed that valuation process adopted in this technique 

resulted in establishing better value of the software. This also showed that proposed valuation 

technique not only established a more precise value of the product but was also instrumental in 

determining accurate requirement satisfaction, quality compliance and other factors for this 

product. 

Empirical results also highlighted that more than 50% of the second sample were willing to buy 

the product if its value was lowered to close to $200. This also validated the utility of our 

proposed approach.   

As has been highlighted by figure 7.3, the overall completion of requirements increased 

significantly when we used VIRP technique to prioritize requirements and establish value 

accordingly. This also translated into better valuation.  

These results clearly demonstrate the accuracy and precision VAP over traditional approaches. 

The experience of working with this technique showed that traditional techniques establish value 

of the product against all traditional approaches which used only monetary and economic 

techniques to valuate the product. However, in this approach, a hybridization of existing 

valuation techniques (cost/benefit analysis, ROI) were employed along with the degree of 

successful meeting of functional and non-functional requirements, market assessments, intrinsic 

and extrinsic quality of the product etc to establish the more realistic value of the software 

product or service.  

7.4 Summary 

Software industry is plagued with a higher rate of project failures. One major reason for this in 

our opinion is an unrealistic value attached to the software. Establishing the correct value of 

software products and services is one major step towards better product development and higher 

success rates. A process for value assessment (VAP) has been presented to demonstrate the 

application of this new definition along with existing ones in a hybridized manner. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions & Future Work 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

Requirement Engineering is a critical area of software engineering which plays a significant role 

in success or failure of a software project. However, requirement engineering fails to meet its 

desired objectives due to several reasons. One major reason is that requirement engineering in 

particular and software engineering in general operates in value neutral environment. 

Consequently all requirements are given equal significance. This creates a lot of problem in the 

presence of often conflicting stakeholders and very ambitious deadlines. Value Based Software 

Engineering provides us with a mechanism to establish value for various software artifacts 

(including requirements). Another limitation of current requirement engineering practices is that 

almost all of these practices are manual in their nature and rely heavily on expert opinion. This 

creates additional overhead of overcoming human errors of judgment and bias etc. 

We have proposed a new definition of value after carefully analyzing various definitions of value 

and evaluating those for their particular suitability to software engineering. This new definition is 

primarily influenced by the concepts of value based software engineering. Using the same 

definition of value, we have developed a novel intelligent requirement prioritization technique. 

This technique has proved highly advantageous when determining iterations of software 

development process and establishing tradeoffs between requirements. Detailed description of 

this prioritization technique is given in chapter 6. 

Chapters 7 discuss the development of a novel valuation assessment process which again utilized 

the same concept of value defined in chapter 5. This new valuation process not only 

accommodates development activity of the software but also takes into consideration the quality 

of requirements that the system is supposed to meet along with domain knowledge and market 

fundamentals for this specific product. The technique has also been extensively experimented 
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with and compared with various existing methodologies. Results have been carefully combined 

and analyzed. 

8.2 Contributions: With Reference to Individual Chapters 

A number of developments in the field of software valuation and requirement prioritization have 

been made in this thesis. The most significant contribution of this thesis is that we have 

investigated the use of fuzzy logic towards prioritizing the software requirements as well as 

valuating the software in an intelligent manner. Following are contributions made by thesis in the 

requirement engineering and software valuation with reference to individual chapters. 

  

In Chapter 5, we have presented a detailed critique of existing definitions of value and software 

valuation processes. After giving this critique, a new definition of value has been presented and 

its merits have been discussed. In chapter 6, a novel value based intelligent requirement 

prioritization technique has been presented. This technique includes the following contributions: 

• The opinion of stakeholder’s regarding their own requirements and their profile has been 

employed to contribute towards final prioritization, 

• The prioritization has been transformed into a three stage process where stakeholders, 

requirement engineer and intelligence system play their respective roles to shape the final 

prioritization. 

• The concept of requirement value has been proposed influenced by novel definition of 

value presented in chapter 5 as well as fundamental concepts of VBSE. 

• Fuzzy logic has been used to ultimately prioritize requirements in such a manner that 

large diversification can be accommodated. 

• The role of expert has been reduced to the level of formulizing rules for fuzzy inference 

engine. The prioritization process ahs been remarkably relieved from manual 

intervention. 
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In Chapter 7, an extension of the concepts presented in chapter 5 and 6 has been included in the 

form of a new intelligent valuation process. Main features of the developed mechanism are: 

• For the first time, the value of requirements towards the ultimate product has been 

included in consideration towards final value of the software. 

• The market fundamentals and quality attributes that system needs to fulfill have been 

accommodated as well. 

• It has been demonstrated effectively that fuzzy logic can be equally useful in establishing 

value of the software. 

Quantitative analysis of all the proposed techniques are performed in terms their individual 

performance as well as against other state of the art approaches. The results prove that the 

proposed methods outperform state-of-the-art requirement prioritization as well as software 

valuation techniques. 

8.3  Recommendations for Future Work 

In future, we are expecting the use of more intelligent techniques towards effectively handling 

various sub process of requirement engineering such as requirement modeling, requirement 

verification and configuration management etc. We are also investigating the use of fuzzy logic 

in various other processes of software development such as inconsistency handling, change 

impact analysis, white box testing etc.  Recently, we have used value as defined in this thesis 

along with another computationally intelligent technique (genetic algorithms) to identify and 

resolve conflicts among software project activities. This has helped us in generating sufficiently 

conflict free project schedule with minimal human effort and less number of errors [37, 38].  

Handling inconsistencies in requirements can potentially be an area which further needs to be 

worked upon with principles of VBSE. Intelligent techniques can be used to discover mismatch 

and inconsistencies in various artifacts of requirement modeling. Similarly formally specified 

requirements can be used to effectively determine inconsistencies using intelligent approaches 

such as neural networks, genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic. 

A detailed and through analysis of various requirement classification factors need to be 

performed. The classification factors identified in this thesis are outcome of a scholarly debate 
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for the purpose of this thesis. However, there is need to formulate a framework to determine 

appropriate classification factors for various types of software products or services. For example, 

it is quite significant to study the inclusion of usability and user experience of each requirement 

as classification factor since most of the users are mainly affected by touch and feel of the 

system before they get affected by functionality. Such a detailed study and framework 

formulation is one major future work. 

Further work is going on in finding new areas of application for intelligent techniques in 

software engineering. One such area where artificial intelligence can be effective used is project 

management. We are in the process of implementing a genetic algorithm based framework to 

determine inconsistencies in project schedule and deliver an error free project plan. Similar work 

needs to be done in other areas of project management as well. 
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Appendix A: Requirements and Stakeholder Profile 

Data Sets used for comparative evaluation 

In this appendix, we shall present snippets of requirements and stakeholder profiles of some 

projects that we have used for experimentation as described in chapter 6. 

 

1. Project Title: iSign  

Stakeholders: 
1) Dumb and Deaf 
2) Developers 
3) Researchers 

 
Stakeholder Profiles 
 

a. Dumb and Deaf 
 
These are the people for whom we are developing our project, i.e. the end users. They can’t talk 

nor listen so they always have a great deal of problems in communicating with normal people. 

They have developed their own sign languages for communication which not everyone can 

understand. Due to these deficiencies they faced intense difficulties in communication and to run 

with the normal stream of people. On the other hand societies have also considered them as a 

special people and nothing mentionable has been done to minimize this communication gap. If 

someone can not convey what he is thinking or feeling then how can he cope up with other 

routine tasks? So communication exists as a basic problem for them. According to the Oxford’s 

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary ‘information’ is ‘facts told, heard or discovered about something 

or somebody.’ This definition clearly points out ‘communication’ (the process of communicating 

or making something known)’ as being the integral part of the whole process of acquiring facts 

and knowledge from some other entity which may be a human or a machine. Therefore it can be 

inferred that communication is the prime mechanism via which information is generated and 

exchanged. Hence we can safely say that there is no information without communication, which 

leads us to believe that this era is not only the ‘age of information’ but actually it is the ‘age of 

information and communication’. 
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b. Developers 
Developers in this case are FYP undergraduate students. These students haven’t worked earlier 

in such a big project. Also the projects they have done during their degrees have not been done 

following any process model or technique. 

Now they have to do this using a formal way, i.e. using SE techniques. They developers have or 

should have sufficient programming experience and knowledge. This project involves sufficient 

knowledge from DIP so they should have studied DIP as a course. 

Also this project aims on research also, because, a lot of techniques already exist to support the 

complete process of sign language interpretation and recognition. But most of these techniques 

show efficient results only under controlled conditions e.g. controlled dark backgrounds etc. 

Similarly many of these techniques require aiding equipment such as data gloves to work 

correctly. The objective of iSign is to make this whole process as natural as possible i.e. such a 

system needs to be developed which not only works in real time but also requires minimum 

support of any aiding equipment.  

So the developers are those people who are good at innovation and exploring. And have a good 

experience in research. 

 

c. Researchers 
Although there are standard sign languages through which they can communicate with each 

other, however, a significant number still do not understand the intricate sign language 

expressions. Similarly they are not able to communicate with those machines and devices that 

are dependent on voice inputs for functioning. Hence there exists a visible communication gap 

which negatively impacts the creation of a homogeneous society.  

Most of these techniques show efficient results only under controlled conditions e.g. controlled 

dark backgrounds etc. Similarly many of these techniques require aiding equipment such as data 

gloves to work correctly. The objective of iSign is to make this whole process as natural as 

possible i.e. such a system needs to be developed which not only works in real time but also 

requires minimum support of any aiding equipment. 

The techniques required for this whole process belong to different fields such as digital image 

processing, computer graphics, artificial intelligence etc. They include hand tracking techniques, 

segmentation techniques, 2D to 3D conversion techniques, 3D modeling techniques, neural 

networks and fuzzy logic techniques etc.  
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Sample high-level requirements 
 

1) The iSign system should able dumb to give physical sign gestures and convert them to 

text or audible natural language sentences. 

2) The iSign should communicate with deaf by converting their natural language sentences 

into sign language. 

3) Many sign language interpretation and recognition tools show efficient results only under 

controlled conditions, iSign should exclude this limitation and should not only work in 

real time but also requires minimum support of any aiding equipment. 

4) iSign should understand the intricate sign language expressions, i.e. it should be 

artificially intelligent. 

5) As this is a research oriented project so it should make considerable research 

contributions in this domain, and paving the way for researchers to explore more complex 

scenarios in the future. 

6) iSign should be able to communicate with those machines and devices that are dependent 

on voice inputs for functioning. 

7) As stated in the project requirements, iSign aims not to introduce all together new 

techniques, but instead aims at optimizing already developed techniques to increase the 

recognition accuracy and reduce environmental dependencies. 

8) The system should be fully capable sign language recognition system must be able to 

solve the problems of distinguishing among signs, gestures, and meaningless movements. 

9) The iSign should take continuous feedback from users and should develop it in 

increments, i.e. should support evolutionary development. 

10) iSign should provides the opportunity of receiving some feedback from the real world 

before throwing in all resources intended for a system, and gives roam to correct possible 

design error. 
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2. Project Title: Beyond Radix 

Stakeholders: 
1) Students 
2) Administration 
3) Faculty 

 
Stakeholder Profiles 
 

a. Students 
 
Students are the most important stakeholders for Beyond Radix since the system is inspired by 

their needs. Students suffer a lot because of the lack of information regarding the administrative 

details of their educational experience at a university. Students want information that is timely, 

up to date, accurate and most importantly, relevant. Moreover they want to get that information 

in the easiest possible way, a medium which they can easily relate to and integrate it into their 

lifestyle. 

It is precisely for this reason that the Beyond Radix uses SMS as a medium to pass on, 

personalized and on-demand information, to the students. Students expect to get only the 

information that they need, rather than looking for relative information on a notice board which 

is full of other irrelevant information. Moreover SMS provides them with a very easy, cheap and 

user friendly way to communicate with the administration. This also makes it possible to get 

information 24 hours a day, and 7 days a week. Plus they can demand information from 

anywhere in a matter of seconds. 

Also, since Beyond Radix is designed for students, they get information not as the administration 

wants it, but as they want it; simple, clear and to the point. The SMS part of the functionality is 

oriented around the students. The system uses standard commands which are easy to remember 

and get used to. The functionality is simple; students send one word commands with at most one 

argument and get their desired piece of information in response. For example, by sending the 

command “TTABLE MONDAY”, a student gets his timetable for Monday along with the 

location of the rooms where the lectures will be held. Normally, the administration supplies with 

a single time table which has the schedule for all the students studying at that campus. 

Besides the on-demand information system, the students also get all announcements and 

notifications that are normally displayed on a notice board, right on their cell phones. It saves 
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their time since they do not have to go the notice board from time to time to see if an 

announcement has been made regarding them. Also there are less motivated students, who do not 

visit the notice boards that often, even they get the same information that the more informed 

students do. Everyone one gets the same information. The system also helps reduce the 

responsibilities on the class representatives. They do not have to SMS each and every student in 

the class about any announcement since they know that everyone got the same piece of 

information at virtually the same time. 

 

b. Administration 
 
Although the system is built around the requirements of the students, the administration is a very 

important stakeholder because they have to shift from one system, which the administration has 

no problems with, to another one. So the system is designed to encourage that shift and reduce 

any barriers that oppose it. In other words, to make it popular with the students, the system has to 

have the features and capabilities to impress the administration and encourage them to use it. So 

the good news for the administration is, they don’t have to intervene in the on-demand 

information system at all. It is fully automated and the students are the only party interacting 

with the system. The system is also designed to run smoothly alongside the current system, in 

fact, it’s much easier to use than the current system. Since every announcement on the notice 

board has to be typed and printed before it is actually pasted on the notice board, the same typed 

message could be send to students as a text message. Moreover, the sending of text messages can 

be targeted at only the people that are being addressed in a particular announcement. Beyond 

Radix provide grouping features where the students are implicitly divided into multiple groups 

depending on different criteria. For example the students taking the course “Data warehousing 

and Data Mining” can easily be filtered out and combined to form a group on the basis of this 

course. Similarly, different batches can also be filtered to form a separate group. 

Another advantage that the system provides to the administration is timely delivery of 

information. For example, when Benazir Bhutto died, the whole country was on a standstill and 

there was a lot of uncertainty surrounding educational institutions as to will they open tomorrow, 

or the next day. There was no way that the administration could inform all students about when 

the university will re-open. With Beyond Radix, that problem can be solved very easily. All they 

have to do to send a text message to all the students studying at that campus. 
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Now coming to the usability part of system, we know that students can only interact with the 

system using SMS as the medium. The administration, on the other hand, has an application as 

an interface which is very easy to use. Built in templates are provided by the system for the most 

common announcements and the body of the text is automatically generated step by step, 

depending on the options that the user clicks. Each template has its own guidelines and markers 

to help the user go through the correct workflow of sending a text message. 

 

c. Faculty 
 
Faculty is another party that benefits from the flexibility provided by Beyond Radix. One feature 

that directly benefits the faculty is the “Assignment Reminders”. We do know that many students 

tend to miss assignments regularly consequently producing bad results for the teachers. Now if 

the students are regularly reminded of their assignments a day or two days before the submission 

deadlines, the assignment submission rates would definitely increase. With Beyond Radix, the 

faculty can send reminders to their class about a particular assignment. This would also help the 

solving the problem that a student did not know about an assignment because he was not present 

in the class.  

Another feature that Beyond Radix can provide to the faculty is the SMS quiz system. The 

teacher can hold a 3 minute quiz in the class where the students respond to the quiz via SMS. 

And the teacher can now see live report of his students’ performance in the quiz and then he can 

share and discuss it with the class right after the quiz is taken. He does have to take a pile of quiz 

sheets with him to check at home and then announce the result in the next class. 

Another advantage provided by Beyond Radix to the faculty is that the teachers can tell the 

students about the status of the class in a matter of minutes even from their residences. For 

example, a teacher wakes up in the morning and he is not feeling well and hence not able to 

come to the campus, he can simply inform the students through SMS rather than keep them 

waiting and wondering if the class is ever going to be held. 
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Sample high-level requirements 
 

1. Student should get information anywhere and anytime. 

2. Student should get targeted and to the point information only. 

3. Student should get timely information, immediately after it is released by the 
administration. 

4. Student should get complete information, should not miss any part of the information. 

5. Student should only cost as much as an average student can bear. 

6. Student should be easy to interact with. 

7. Student should not require any training to learn to use the system. 

8. Student should get same information at same time. 

9. Student should be able to access their information only. 

10. Student should get messages which were failed to be delivered for some network issues. 

11. Administration should be easy to switch from old system to new system. 

12. Administration should be capable of running alongside the current system. 

13. Administration should not require any special training to use the system. 

14. Administration should involve least amount user interaction, should be as automated as 
possible. 

15. Administration should be able to dissipate information as little time as possible. 

16. Administration should be able to create and filter groups of students very easily. 

17. Administration should be able to create the most common students groups itself. 

18. The system should be cost effective. 

19. Administration should be able to reach students anywhere and anytime. 

20. Administration should be able to resend the messages which get failed to deliver. 

21. Faculty should be able to send assignment reminders to their students. 
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22. Faculty should be able to organize and handle an SMS quiz. 

23. Faculty should be able to provide grades easily. 

24. Faculty should be provided with the information of his students from every section. 

25. Faculty should be able to provide information timely. 

26. Faculty should be able to get information about failed sms sending from the university 
administrator. 

27. Faculty should be able to get information about acknowledgements of sms send. 

28. Faculty should be informed about any change in timetable by the university academic 
office. 

29. Faculty should have the list of numbers of the class representatives. 
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3. Project Title: Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) 

Stakeholders: 
1) Doctor 
2) Administrator 
3) Patient 

 
Stakeholder Profiles 
 

a. Doctor 
 
Doctors like all other professionals need advance methods and technology to optimize and 

improve medical studies and research. Development of a semantic agent based software which 

will help both doctors a diagnose diseases and suggest suitable medical treatment based on their 

symptoms. Wide information of diseases is available on the internet but due to lack of semantic 

technologies that information is not easily accessible and is useless for others. Through CDSS 

doctors will be aided in making accurate diagnosis and identification of various diseases will be 

made easy. 

The major requirements of doctors from CDSS would involve a user friendly environment to 

work with a flexible, platform independent, tool. In CDSS doctors will be allowed to enter 

symptoms and prioritize them. They can move back and forth in the application for cross 

examination. They can upload their research on the internet and will be able to do optimized 

searches online. 

b. Administrator 
 
The CDSS administrators will be users interacting more with its backend. Thus for then the 

understandability, modifiability, feasibility and flexibility is of most importance. The 

requirement is capable of being implemented within the constraints and resources; requirement 

can undergo change to optimize the system without affecting the system adversely, requirements 

are easy to describe and review. Requirements are grammatically correct with single and clear 

meaning. 

The administrator is the stakeholder and a very important one as well. They are the ones who 

will deliver the product to the end users (i.e. doctor and patients) and receive it from the 

developers. Their job is to will make sure that the end users get the tool running in an appropriate 

way. They will be getting in to more technical details as they need to have know how of the tool. 
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They expect it to be cross platform.  

The functionalities must be encapsulated in the form of services to have a tool flexible and 

scalable. This means each function of the project must be separated into services in terms of the 

requirements of the user and the system. These services should be reusable and integrate able 

with all other services. Project modules should be defined as a group of services that can 

communicate with each other. They will be looking forward to a system where it should have the 

latest tools, technologies and architecture/design paradigms to come up to the industry standards 

 

c. Faculty 
 
There are some patients who trust their own instincts more tem they trust doctors. Thus CDSS is 

built not only for Doctors but for patients sitting in their homes. Again patients require CDSS to 

be user Friendly and CDSS elegantly triumphs this requirement.  

Intelligent clinical decision support system based on computerized practice guidelines and will 

access the patient’s medical history through semantically enriched web search technology. The 

patient’s medical history will be used in reasoning process of CDSS. CDSS will provide 

complete privacy to its patients. Doctor patient confidentiality will be strictly respected as strong 

fire walls will be implemented.   

CDSS will even allow patients to enter their own symptoms and prioritize them as per they feel. 

They can move back and forth in the application for cross examination. They will be able to do 

optimized searches online. CDSS semantic agents will allow these patients to understand 

different medical terms and also get in contact with different doctors if they wish to.  

 
Sample high-level requirements 
 
1. Doctor 

1.1. Interactive interface  

1.2. Symptom priority setting 

1.3. Easy Querying and data retrieval 

1.4. The tool should be able to communicate with any Clinical Intelligence agent deployed in 

the medical system. 

1.5. Efficient Data retrieval in minimal time 

1.6. No data redundancy 
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1.7. Optimized online and offline searches 

1.8. Online accessibility 

1.9. Platform independence 

1.10. Communication among different users all over the world 

 
2. Administrator 

2.1. Open Source:  So the system can be customized by any sector 

2.2. Availability of Data to devices 

2.3. Flexibility 

2.4. Traceability 

2.5. Understandability 

2.6. Platform independence 

2.7. Modifiability 

2.8. Feasibility 

2.9. High cohesion 

2.10. 2.10. Low Coupling 

 
3. Patient 

3.1. Data integrity and Security 

3.2. Optimized online and offline searches 

3.3. Easy Querying and data retrieval 

3.4. Online accessibility 

3.5. Platform independence 

3.6. Communication among different users all over the world 

3.7. No data redundancy 

3.8. User friendly environment 

3.9. Understandability 

 

 


